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The Southern Collection 

1. Dinky 25a Open back Wagon (Type 2) - green cab and back, black chassis including hubs, tow hook - Good Plus a lovely 
bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

2. Dinky 25a Open Back Wagon (Type 3) - green cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs, tow hook - Excellent (usual 
slight discolouration to grille and surrounding parts). 

 £40 - £50 

3. Dinky 25a Open Back Wagon - fawn cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs, tow hook - Good Plus to Excellent 
(usual slight discolouration to grille and surrounding parts) - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

4. Dinky 25a Open Back Wagon (Type 4) - grey cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs, tow hook, "20" rear 
decal - Good Plus still a bright example. 

 £30 - £40 

5. Dinky 25a Open Back Wagon - mid-blue cab, back and ridged hubs, black chassis, tow hook, "20" rear decal - Good to 
Good Plus (does have small chips to all wheel arches) - still a bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

6. Dinky 25c Flat Back Wagon (Type 3) - green cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs, tow hook - Good Plus still a 
lovely bright example, still has attached original "Harrods" price tag on string. 

 £40 - £50 

7. Dinky 25d "Petrol" Tanker (Type 3) - green, black including ridged hubs with "20" rear decal - overall condition is generally 
Excellent (usual discolouration to grille and surrounding parts). 

 £40 - £50 

8. Dinky 25d "Petrol" Tanker (Type 3) - red, black chassis and ridged hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example. 

 £35 - £50 
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9. Dinky 25e Tipper Wagon (Type 4) - green cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs, "20" rear decal - overall condition 
is generally Excellent (usual slight discolouration to grille and surrounding parts). 

 £40 - £50 

10. Dinky 25e Tipper Wagon (Type 3) - yellow cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs, "20" rear decal - overall condition 
is generally Excellent (although does have some gloss black extra paint to hubs). 

 £40 - £50 

11. Dinky 25e Tipper Wagon (Type 4) - brown cab and back, grey ridged hubs, black chassis, with "20" rear decal - Good (does 
have chips to all edges). 

 £30 - £40 

12. Dinky 25f Market Gardener's Wagon (Type 4) - dark orange cab and stake back, black chassis and ridged hubs, with "20" 
rear decal - Good Plus. 

 £40 - £50 

13. Dinky 25f Market Gardener's Wagon (Type 4) - yellow cab and stake back, black chassis, ridged hubs with "20" rear 
decal - Good to Good Plus still a bright example. 

 £35 - £45 

14. Dinky 30b Rolls Royce (Type 4) - fawn, black including ridged hubs - Good Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

15. Dinky 30c Daimler (Type 4) - fawn body, black chassis and ridged hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent (usual 
slight discolouration to grille and surrounding parts). 

 £40 - £50 

16. Dinky 30c Daimler (Type 3) - green body, black chassis and ridged hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

17. Dinky 30c Daimler (Type 4) - mid-green, black chassis and ridged hubs - Excellent (couple of small marks on roof and 
usual discolouration to grille and surrounding parts). 

 £40 - £50 

18. Dinky 30d Vauxhall (Type 4) - dark green, black including ridged hubs - Good Plus still a bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

19. Dinky 30d Vauxhall (Type 4) - dark grey, black including ridged hubs - Excellent (usual slight discolouration to grille and 
surrounding parts) - see photo. 

 £40 - £60 

20. Dinky 30f Ambulance (Type 5) - cream body with red crosses to sides, black chassis and ridged hubs - Good Plus still a 
lovely bright example. 

 £40 - £50 
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21. Dinky 33w Mechanical Horse and Trailer - reddish-brown, black ridged hubs to unit, smooth hubs to Trailer - overall 
condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent still a bright unboxed example. 

 £50 - £70 

22. Dinky 33w Mechanical Horse and Trailer - finished in military green, black ridged hubs and smooth tyres - overall condition 
is Good Plus still a bright example of a harder issue to find. 

 £80 - £90 

23. Dinky 36a Armstrong Siddeley (Type 5) - mid-blue body, black chassis, ridged hubs - overall condition is Good Plus still a 
bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

24. Dinky 36b Bentley (Type 5) - mid-blue body, black chassis and ridged hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent (usual 
discolouration to grille and surrounding parts). 

 £40 - £50 

25. Dinky 36b Bentley (Type 5) - green body, black chassis and ridged hubs - Good Plus still a bright example - see photo. 

 £35 - £45 

26. Dinky 36c Humber (Type 5) - brown body, black chassis and ridged hubs - Good Plus. 

 £35 - £45 

27. Dinky 36d Rover (Type 5) - green body, black chassis and ridged hubs - Good Plus. 

 £35 - £45 

28. Dinky 36f 4-Seater - green body, black chassis and ridged hubs (Type 5) - Excellent nice bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

29. Dinky 36f 4-Seater (Type 5) - grey body, black chassis and ridged hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example. 

 £35 - £45 

30. Dinky 38a Frazer Nash BMW - grey body, blue seats, silver trim, black ridged hubs - Good Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

31. Dinky 38c Lagonda - mid-grey body, dark grey interior, silver trim, black ridged hubs - Good Plus still a bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

32. Dinky 38c Lagonda - green body, dark green seats, silver trim, black ridged hubs - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example. 

 £40 - £60 
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33. Dinky 40b/151 Triumph 1800 - mid-blue including ridged hubs, silver trim - Excellent (couple of small marks on front 
protruding edges) still a lovely bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

34. Dinky 40f/154 Hillman Minx - dark tan body, brown ridged hubs, silver trim (small baseplate lettering) - Excellent lovely 
bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

35. Dinky 40f/154 Hillman Minx - light green, mid-green ridged hubs, silver trim - Good Plus still a lovely bright example. 

 £25 - £35 

36. Dinky 157 Jaguar XK120 Sports Car - green body, silver trim, brown ridged hubs - Excellent (does have a couple of very 
small pitting marks) still a nice bright unboxed example. 

 £40 - £50 

37. Dinky 25v/252 Bedford Refuse Wagon - light tan body, green metal side slides, red ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Excellent lovely bright unboxed example. 

 £40 - £50 

38. Dinky 34c/492 Loudspeaker Van - grey body, black speakers and ridged hubs, silver trim - Good Plus. 

 £25 - £35 

39. Dinky 106 Austin Atlantic Convertible - black body, red interior, tonneau and ridged hubs with white smooth tyres, silver 
trim - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of very small marks on edges) still a nice bright example in a Good (slightly 
grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £70 - £90 

40. Dinky 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car - pale blue, cream interior with figure driver, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with 
black smooth tyres, racing number 26 to doors and boot - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good yellow and red 
carded picture box with correct colour spot - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

41. Dinky 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car - cerise body, grey interior with figure driver, light beige ridged hubs, silver trim, 
racing number 34 to doors and boot - Good Plus still a bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture 
box with correct colour spot - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

42. Dinky 108 MG Midget Sports Car - off white body, maroon interior and tonneau with figure driver, silver trim, red ridged 
hubs with black smooth tyres, racing number 28 to doors and bonnet - Excellent (couple of very small chips on protruding side 
edges) still a bright example in a Good (although grubby) harder to find plain yellow and red carded box with correct colour 
spot. 

 £80 - £100 

43. Dinky 111 Triumph TR2 Sports Car - peach body, mid-blue interior and ridged hubs, figure driver, silver trim, racing number 
29 to doors and bonnet - overall condition is generally Good Plus in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with 
correct colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 
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44. Dinky 113 MGB Sports Car - off white body, red interior with plastic figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Excellent 
(does have some small chips on protruding side edges) still a bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box 
(slight crushing to one end) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

45. Dinky 114 Triumph Spitfire Sports Car - gold body, red interior with plastic figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun hubs, 
without "I've Got A Tiger In My Tank" rear decal - rarer variation with bare metal base - see photo - overall condition is generally 
Excellent in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £80 - £100 

46. Dinky 120 Jaguar Type E - red body, black detachable hood, pale cream interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black 
treaded tyres - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

47. Dinky 132 Packard Convertible - green body, red interior and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, figure driver, silver 
trim - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct 
colour spot (couple of small scuffs to one edge) - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

48. Dinky 134 Triumph Vitesse - metallic aqua, white side flashes, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded 
tyres - Near Mint in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box - displays well. 

 £70 - £80 

49. Dinky 136 Vauxhall Viva - blue body, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in an 
Excellent yellow and red carded picture box (couple of small creases on one side) - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

50. Dinky 135 Triumph 2000 - metallic aqua, white roof, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres, 
with small luggage case - Excellent Plus in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

51. Dinky 138 Hillman Imp Saloon - light metallic green, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres, 
with correct luggage case - Excellent Plus in an Excellent yellow and red carded picture box (couple of small stickers attached). 

 £60 - £70 

52. Dinky 141 Vauxhall Victor Estate Car - yellow body, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded 
tyres - Excellent (couple of small chips to tailgate and front edges) still a bright example in a generally Excellent yellow and red 
carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

53. Dinky 142 Jaguar Mark X - steel blue body, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres, with green 
luggage case - Near Mint a beautiful example in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

54. Dinky 145 Singer Vogue - metallic pale green, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded 
tyres - Excellent (couple of very small marks to roof) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box (very small stain to one 
end flap). 

 £60 - £70 
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55. Dinky 147 Cadillac 62 - metallic aqua, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus 
(does have a mark to passenger side window) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

56. Dinky 150 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith - two-tone grey, chrome trim and spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus 
in a generally Good Plus plain yellow and red carded box. 

 £60 - £70 

57. Dinky 151 Triumph 1800 Saloon - tan body, silver trim, green ridged hubs (small baseplate lettering) - overall condition is 
generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks to headlights and boot) in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red 
carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 

58. Dinky 155 Ford Anglia - turquoise body, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Near Mint in 
an Excellent yellow and red carded picture box - lovely bright example. 

 £70 - £80 

59. Dinky 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe - red body and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (couple of very small marks on protruding edges) in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct 
colour spot. 

 £70 - £80 

60. Dinky 158 Riley Saloon - cream body, silver trim, green ridged hubs with black smooth tyres (large baseplate 
lettering) - (40a baseplate) - Excellent still a lovely bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct 
colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 

61. Dinky 161 Austin Somerset Saloon - two-tone black, cream including ridged hubs, silver trim - overall condition is generally 
Excellent (couple of small marks on edges) still a lovely bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with 
correct colour spot. 

 £140 - £170 

62. Dinky 161 Austin Somerset Saloon - two-tone black, cream including ridged hubs with treaded tyres, silver trim - Good in a 
Fair to Good earlier issue yellow and red carded box with incorrect colour spot. 

 £80 - £90 

63. Dinky 162 Ford Zephyr Saloon - two-tone cream, green, light beige ridged hubs, silver trim - Excellent (usual small marks 
on side protruding edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 

64. Dinky 162 Ford Zephyr Saloon - two-tone blue, grey ridged hubs, silver trim - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a 
generally Excellent Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £70 - £80 

65. Dinky 162 Triumph 1300 Saloon - pale blue, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Near Mint in a generally Good Plus 
to Excellent (couple of small marks around end flaps), carded box with detail picture. 

 £60 - £70 
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66. Dinky 163 Bristol 450 Sports Coupe - green including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim, racing number 27 
decals to sides and front - Excellent Plus (slight wear to side decals) in a generally Excellent yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

67. Dinky 164 Vauxhall Cresta Saloon - two-tone green, grey including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim 
including bonnet flashes - Excellent (couple of small marks on side protruding edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture 
box with correct colour spot (small mark to one end flap where label has been partially removed). 

 £60 - £70 

68. Dinky 164 Vauxhall Cresta Saloon - two-tone maroon, light beige including ridged hubs, silver trim - Excellent (does have 
some very small paint touch-ins and factory flaws to roof) - still a bright example in a Good (slightly creased) yellow and red 
carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 

69. Dinky 165 Humber Hawk - two-tone green, black including roof, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded 
tyres - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour 
spot. 

 £50 - £60 

70. Dinky 167 AC Aceca Coupe - two-tone grey, red including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim - Near Mint a 
beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

71. Dinky 168 Singer Gazelle - two-tone grey, green, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Near Mint lovely 
bright example in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (couple of very 
small scuffs on end flaps). 

 £70 - £80 

72. Dinky 165 Humber Hawk - two-tone cream, maroon, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus to 
Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot 
(does have graffiti to non picture side). 

 £50 - £60 

73. Dinky 172 Studebaker Land Cruiser - mid-blue body, brown ridged hubs, silver trim - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example 
in a generally Good (small tear to end flap) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 

74. Dinky 173 Nash Rambler - peach body, blue side flashes, light beige ridged hubs with white treaded tyres, silver 
trim - Excellent Plus (usual slight dirt on tyres) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 

75. Dinky 174 Hudson Hornet Sedan - two-tone red, cream including side flashes and ridged hubs with white treaded tyres, 
silver trim - Good Plus still a bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour 
spot. 

 £50 - £60 

76. Dinky 176 Austin A105 Saloon - grey body, silver trim, red side flashes and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent 
Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 
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77. Dinky 177 Opel Kapitan - drab greyish-blue, silver trim, red interior, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent 
Plus (does have a couple of very small marks to windows) still a beautiful example in an Excellent yellow and red carded picture 
box with original pencil price mark to one end flap. 

 £60 - £70 

78. Dinky 178 Plymouth Plaza - two-tone blue, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with white treaded tyres - Good Plus still a bright 
example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with incorrect colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 

79. Dinky 179 Studebaker President Sedan - light blue, dark blue side flashes, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with white 
treaded tyres - overall condition is Excellent Plus (very small marks on hubs) in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded 
picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 

80. Dinky 180 Packard Clipper - two-tone orange, grey including ridged hubs with white treaded tyres, silver trim - Excellent 
(couple of small marks on boot) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 

81. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon - grey body, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Excellent a lovely 
bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 

82. Dinky 183 Fiat 600 Saloon - pale green, silver trim, smooth grey plastic wheels - Near Mint in a Good (slightly grubby) 
yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 

83. Dinky 186 Mercedes 220 SE - grey body, chrome trim and spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus a beautiful 
example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

84. Dinky 187 Volkswagen Karmann Ghia Coupe - two-tone green, cream, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with white treaded 
tyres - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a Good plain yellow and red carded box (does have small graffiti mark to one end 
flap). 

 £50 - £70 

85. Dinky 192 Range Rover - metallic bronze, light blue interior, cast hubs - Near Mint in a generally Good Plus carded picture 
box. 

 £30 - £40 

86. Dinky 194 Bentley Coupe - grey body, maroon interior with figure, beige tonneau, chrome trim and spun hubs with black 
treaded tyres - Excellent Plus in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

87. Dinky 195 Jaguar 3.4 Saloon - maroon (dark red) body, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent 
Plus lovely bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 
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88. Dinky 195 Jaguar 3.4 Saloon - cream body, silver trim, red interior, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (windscreens do have some discolouration) in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded 
picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 

89. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - cream body, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent 
(couple of very small marks on protruding edges) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

90. Dinky 23j HWM Racing Car - pale green with yellow racing number 7, silver trim, ridged hubs with grey treaded 
tyres - Excellent in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

91. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue including ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, yellow racing number 4, silver 
trim - Excellent a nice bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

92. Dinky 233 Cooper Bristol Racing Car - green body with white racing number 6, mid-green ridged hubs with grey treaded 
tyres, silver trim - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (has had small sellotape 
repair). 

 £50 - £60 

93. Dinky 237 Mercedes Racing Car - off white body, red seat and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, light blue figure driver, 
silver trim, racing number 30 to sides and bonnet - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in an Excellent yellow and red carded 
picture box with original pencil price mark to one end flap. 

 £70 - £80 

94. Dinky 237 Mercedes Racing Car - white body, red interior and plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, yellow figure driver, 
silver trim, racing number 30 to sides and bonnet - Excellent Plus still a lovely bright example of a harder to find issue in a 
generally Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with original price label to end flap - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

95. Dinky 237 Mercedes Racing Car - pale cream (off white) body, red interior with light blue figure driver, silver trim, chrome 
spun hubs with black treaded tyres, racing number 30 to sides and bonnet - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on 
edges) still a bright example of a harder issue to find in a Good Plus correct issue plain yellow and red carded box. 

 £90 - £110 

96. Dinky 239 Vanwall Racing Car - green, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres, figure driver, racing number 
35 to sides and bonnet - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks on edges) still a bright example of a 
harder issue to find in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £80 - £100 

97. Dinky 258 De Soto Fireflite "Police" Car - black body, white doors, red roof light, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (does have broken aerial) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

98. Dinky 278 Vauxhall "Ambulance" - white body, green interior with figure and Patient on Stretcher, blue roof light, silver trim, 
chrome spun hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see 
photo. 

 £40 - £50 
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99. Dinky 405 Universal Jeep - green body, mid-green ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim, black metal 
windscreen, steering wheel and tow hook - Excellent in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct 
colour spot (slightly grubby around end flaps). 

 £60 - £70 

100. Dinky 449 Chevrolet El Camino Pick-up Truck - two-tone turquoise, cream, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs 
with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box 
(couple of very minor stains). 

 £60 - £70 

101. Dinky 252 Bedford Refuse Wagon - light tan body, green metal side slides, red ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, 
with windows - overall condition is generally Excellent a nice bright example in a Fair to Good (some small tears to end flaps) 
yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

102. Dinky 255 Land Rover "Mersey Tunnel Police" - red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim, metal 
tow hook - overall condition is generally Excellent a lovely bright example in a Fair to Good (grubby) yellow and red carded 
picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

103. Dinky 260 Morris Commercial "Royal Mail" Delivery Van - red body and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim, 
black roof panel - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a generally Excellent yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

104. Dinky 260 Morris Commercial "Royal Mail" Delivery Van - red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim, 
black roof panel - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some small chips on rear edges) in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red 
carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

105. Dinky 281 Luxury Coach - maroon, cream flashes, silver trim, red ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Excellent Plus 
(couple of small marks to flashes) in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £70 

106. Dinky 283 Airport Coach "BOAC" - dark blue, white roof, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Excellent (couple of small chips to bumpers) in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

107. Dinky 283 Single Decker Bus "Red Arrow" - red body, pale blue interior, white base and opening doors, cast 
hubs - Excellent Plus in a generally Good Plus carded picture box with correct inner packing piece, instruction leaflet and 
unapplied decals - see photo. 

 £35 - £45 

108. Dinky 290 Double Decker Bus "Dunlop" - two-tone green, cream, mid-green ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver 
trim - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 

109. Dinky 295 Autobus Atlas - two-tone grey, blue, silver trim, red interior, chrome spun hubs with black treaded 
tyres - Excellent (does have some very small chips on protruding edges) in a Good plain yellow and red carded box. 

 £50 - £60 
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110. Dinky 343 Dodge Farm Produce Wagon - green cab and chassis, yellow stake back and ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - overall condition is generally Excellent (some small chips to hubs) in a generally Good yellow 
and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 

111. Dinky 400 BEV Electric Truck - mid-blue including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, light tan figure driver, metal tow 
hook - Near Mint in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct inner packing piece. 

 £50 - £60 

112. Dinky 409 Bedford Articulated Lorry - deep yellow, black, red ridged and Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres - overall condition is Good Plus (does have some paint touch-ins) in a generally Good yellow lift off lid, blue base is Fair to 
Good - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

113. Dinky 415 Mechanical Horse and Open Wagon - mid-blue including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, cream 
Trailer - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with inner packing piece. 

 £60 - £70 

114. Dinky 414 Dodge Tipper - orange cab and chassis, green back and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver 
trim - Excellent (does have a couple of very small marks on wheel arches) still a nice bright example in a Good (grubby) yellow 
and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

115. Dinky 420 Forward Control Lorry - green cab, chassis and back, silver trim, red ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, 
metal tow hook - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct 
colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 

116. Dinky 422 Fordson Thames Flat Truck - red including ridged hubs, silver trim, metal tow hook - Excellent Plus a lovely 
bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find (dual numbered 30r/422 end flaps). 

 £70 - £80 

117. Dinky 422 Fordson Thames Flat Truck - green, ridged hubs, silver trim, metal tow hook - Excellent (couple of small 
marks on flatbed edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 

118. Dinky 430 Commer Breakdown Lorry "Dinky Service" - tan cab and chassis, green back and jib, silver trim, red ridged 
hubs with black treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent lovely bright example in a Good Plus blue and yellow lift 
off lid box. 

 £70 - £80 

119. Dinky 432 Guy Flat Truck - mid-blue cab, chassis and Supertoy hubs with black smooth tyres, red back, silver trim, 
metal tow hook - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Fair to Good yellow and blue lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

120. Dinky 433 Guy Flat Truck with Tailboard - violet blue cab and chassis, orange back, silver trim, mid-blue Supertoy hubs 
with black smooth tyres, metal tow hook - Excellent (couple of small marks on bed edges) in a Good Plus blue and yellow lift off 
lid box - displays well. 

 £90 - £110 
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121. Dinky 437 Muir Hill Loader "Taylor Woodrow" - red including hubs (plastic to front), light blue figure driver - Excellent 
(small wear to decal) in a Good Plus blue and yellow lift off lid box with detail picture. 

 £50 - £60 

122. Dinky 437 Muir Hill Loader "Taylor Woodrow" - yellow, red hubs (plastic to front), light grey figure driver - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks around edges) in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow lift off lid box with 
detail picture (small mark to one end where label has been removed) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

123. Dinky 451 Trojan "Dunlop The World's Master Tyre" Van - red, silver trim, maroon ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

124. Dinky 454 Trojan "Drink Cydrax Sweet Sparkling" Van - mid-green body and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver 
trim - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks on edges) in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded 
picture box - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

125. Dinky 470 Austin "Shell/BP" Van - green, red including ridged hubs, silver trim - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small 
marks to roof and rear bumpers) still a bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

126. Dinky 490 (30v) Electric Dairy Delivery Van "Express Dairy" - grey body, mid-blue base, inner back and ridged hubs 
with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with 
correct colour spot, harder variation to find with (dual numbered 30v/490 end flaps). 

 £60 - £70 

127. Dinky 492 Loudspeaker Van - blue body, silver speakers and trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Excellent nice bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

128. Dinky 501 Foden (1st Type) Diesel 8-wheeled Wagon - brown cab, back and ridged hubs with herringbone tyres, black 
chassis, silver trim and side flashes - Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair (torn) buff lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £70 - £90 

129. Dinky 501 Foden (1st Type) Diesel 8-wheeled Wagon - blue cab, back and ridged hubs with herringbone tyres, black 
chassis, silver trim and side flashes - overall condition is generally Good to Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Good 
buff lift off lid box with paper label, correct colour spot. 

 £100 - £120 

130. Dinky 502 Foden (1st Type) Flat Truck with Tailboard - mid-blue cab and back, dark blue chassis and flashes, silver 
trim, ridged hubs with herringbone tyres - Good to Good Plus (does have chips to all wheel arches) in a generally Good (slightly 
grubby) buff lift off lid box with paper label - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

131. Dinky 504 Foden (1st Type) 14-ton Tanker - two-tone blue, silver trim, metal tow hook and gantry - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (does have some small paint touch-ins to wheel arches) still a nice bright example in a Good green lift off lid 
box with paper label. 

 £150 - £200 
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132. Dinky 905 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck with Chains - maroon cab, chassis and back, silver trim, red Supertoy hubs 
with black treaded tyres, tow hook - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on edges) still a nice bright example in a 
Good (slightly grubby) blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £120 - £150 

133. Dinky 511 Guy 4-ton Lorry - grey cab and back, red chassis and ridged hubs, silver trim, metal tow hook - Good to 
Good Plus still a bright example in a Good Plus buff lift off lid box with paper label and correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £100 

134. Dinky 511 Guy 4-ton Lorry - two-tone blue, silver trim, ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, tow hook - Good Plus to 
Excellent (couple of small marks around edges) still a beautiful example in a Good blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £80 - £110 

135. Dinky 512 Guy Flat Truck - maroon cab, back and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim, black chassis, tow 
hook - Good Plus (does have some marks to roof) in a Good Plus buff lift off lid box (with slightly faded yellow colour spot). 

 £70 - £80 

136. Dinky 512 Guy Flat Truck - blue cab and chassis, red back, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Good to Good Plus still a bright example that displays well in a Fair (complete) blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £70 - £80 

137. Dinky 512 Guy Flat Truck with Tailboard - grey cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver 
trim, tow hook - Good (does have chips to all wheel arches) in a Fair to Good (slightly grubby) buff lift off lid box with paper 
label - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

138. Dinky 521 Bedford Articulated Lorry - yellow, black, red ridged and Supertoy hubs with black smooth tyres, tow 
hook - Good Plus to Excellent (does have small chips around protruding edges and wheel arches) in a Fair to Good (scuffs 
along edges) blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £60 - £70 

139. Dinky 522 Big Bedford Lorry - blue cab and chassis, yellow back and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, silver 
trim, tow hook - Good Plus in a Good (slightly grubby) blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £60 - £70 

140. Dinky 532 Leyland Comet Wagon with Hinged Tailboard - green cab and chassis, orange back, silver trim, cream 
Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres - Good Plus still a bright example that displays well in a Fair blue lift off lid box with paper 
label. 

 £50 - £70 

141. Dinky 905 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck with Chains - green cab, chassis and back, mid-green Supertoy hubs with grey 
treaded tyres, silver trim, tow hook, with "20" decal - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have rusting to axle ends) in a 
Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid box - still displays well. 

 £110 - £130 

142. Dinky 918 Guy "Ever Ready Batteries For Life" - blue, silver trim, red Supertoy hubs with black smooth tyres - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (couple of small chips on edges and rear doors) still a bright example in a Good blue and white 
striped lift off lid box (does have a scuff to one edge) - see photo. 

 £140 - £170 
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143. Dinky 918 Guy "Ever Ready Batteries For Life" - blue, silver trim, red Supertoy hubs with black smooth tyres - Good 
Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on edges) - flat spot to one rear tyres in a Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid 
box. 

 £130 - £150 

144. Dinky 921 Bedford Articulated Lorry - yellow, black, red ridged hubs with black smooth and treaded tyres, tow hook, 
"20" rear decal - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find 
(dual 521/921 end) - displays well see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

145. Dinky 922 Big Bedford Lorry - maroon cab and chassis, tan back, fawn Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres, silver 
trim, tow hook - Good Plus to Excellent still a lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small scuffs 
on edges) blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find (dual 522/922 end). 

 £80 - £90 

146. Dinky 923 Big Bedford "Heinz 57 Varieties" - red cab and chassis, yellow back and Supertoy hubs with grey treaded 
tyres (tyres are replacement) - otherwise condition is Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Good Plus blue and white 
striped lift off lid box. 

 £130 - £150 

147. Dinky 930 Bedford Pallet Jekta "Dinky Toys" Delivery Van - two-tone yellow, Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres - Good Plus still a bright example, comes with correct 3 x pallets, instruction sheet and inner packing piece, blue and white 
striped lift off lid box is Good Plus - a bright example - also comes accompanied with "Tested By" tag. 

 £120 - £150 

148. Dinky 932 Leyland Comet Wagon with Hinged Tailboard - green cab and chassis, orange back, silver trim, cream 
Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks around hubs) in a 
generally Good to Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find (dual numbered 532/932 end). 

 £80 - £90 

149. Dinky 934 Leyland Octopus Wagon - yellow cab and chassis, green back and flashes, red Supertoy hubs with black 
treaded tyres, tow hook - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (does have a couple of small chips on wheel 
arches and tow hook) still a lovely bright example in a generally Good blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

150. Dinky 942 Foden (2nd Type) 14-ton Tanker "Regent" - blue, white, red including Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres, silver trim, tow hook - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks around edges and slight rusting to 
some bare metal parts) - still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £160 - £200 

151. Dinky 943 Leyland Octopus Tanker "Esso Petroleum Company Ltd" - red including Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (does have wear to rear and side decals) 
still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box - displays well. 

 £140 - £170 

152. Dinky 949 Wayne School Bus - yellow body, reddish-brown interior, black flashes, red plastic hubs - Good Plus (does 
have small marks on all protruding edges) still a bright example in a Good blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £80 - £90 
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153. Dinky 955 Fire Engine with Extending Ladder - red body and Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres, silver trim and 
ladders - Excellent (couple of very small marks on protruding edges) in a generally Fair to Good (scuffs around edges) blue and 
white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

154. Dinky 960 Albion Chieftain Lorry Mounted Cement Mixer - orange, blue barrel with yellow flashes, silver trim, black 
plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (usual small marks to chute) in a Good blue and 
white striped lift off lid box. 

 £60 - £70 

155. Dinky 962 Muir Hill Dumper Truck - yellow, black seat and steering wheel with light tan figure driver, red metal wheels, 
tow hook - Excellent (usual small chips to inner back) in a Good Plus to Excellent blue and white striped lift off lid box - see 
photo. 

 £50 - £60 

156. Dinky 978 Bedford Refuse Wagon - green cab, silver chassis, light grey back, red interior and plastic hubs, silver 
trim - with 2 x bins - Near Mint a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby around edges) yellow and red lift off 
lid box with detail picture. 

 £50 - £60 

157. Dinky 981 Horse Box "British Railways Express Horse Box Hire Service" - maroon body with silver trim, red Supertoy 
hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example that displays well in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid 
box with harder to find (dual numbered 581/981 end) - with 2 x inner packing pieces - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

158. Dinky 383 (105c) Trade Pack 4-wheel Hand Truck containing 6 examples - finished in green, yellow ridged hubs and 
handle, metal tow hook - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in a generally Good Plus yellow lift off lid trade 
box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

159. Dinky 47 Road Signs containing 12 pieces - which are generally Good to Good Plus, white carded base and yellow tray 
are Good, buff lift off lid is Fair with paper label to side. 

 £35 - £45 

160. Dinky 771 "International Road Signs" 12-piece set - which are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in a generally 
Good (slightly grubby) yellow lift off lid box with instruction leaflet. 

 £30 - £40 

161. Dinky 704 (70a) Avro "York" Airliner - silver, red propellers, "G-A GJC" lettering - overall condition is generally Good 
Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair to Good yellow lift off lid box. 

 £30 - £40 

162. Dinky Military 673 Scout Car - green including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, figure driver - Excellent Plus in a 
Good yellow and red carded picture box and 676 Armoured Personnel Carrier - green including Supertoy hubs with black 
treaded tyres - Excellent in a Good Plus plain yellow and red carded box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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163. Dinky Military 621 Bedford Covered Wagon - green including metal tilt and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, figure 
driver - Excellent Plus in a Fair plain yellow and red carded box; 670 Armoured Car - green including ridged hubs with black 
treaded tyres - Near Mint in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box and 673 Scout Car - green including ridged hubs 
with black smooth tyres (without figure driver) - Excellent in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (one inner flap is loose 
but present).  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

164. Dinky Military 626 "Ambulance" - green including Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, white and red crosses to roof, 
sides and opening rear doors, figure driver - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red 
carded picture box and 674 Austin Champ - green including plastic hubs, figure driver, silver trim - Near Mint a nice bright 
example of a later issue in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

165. Dinky Military 677 Armoured Command Vehicle - green including Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent 
(does have small factory flaw to one hub) in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box and 692 Medium 
Gun - green including Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, white flash - Excellent in a Good Plus yellow and red carded 
picture box with correct inner packing piece. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

166. Dinky Military 622 Foden 10-ton Covered Truck - green including metal tilt and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, 
tow hook, figure driver - Excellent Plus nice bright example in a Good blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £60 

167. Dinky 642 "RAF" Pressure Refueller - greyish-blue including Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, figure driver, 
metal tow hook - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £70 - £80 

168. Dinky Military 697 Field Gun Set to include Quad Tractor, Ammunition Trailer and Field Gun - all are finished in green 
with ridged hubs, black treaded tyres - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in a Good Plus blue and yellow lift off 
lid box - see photo. 

 £60 - £80 

169. French Dinky 24f Peugeot 403 Familiale - pale greyish-blue, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

170. French Dinky 24j Alfa Romeo 1900 Super Sprint - blue body, silver trim, chrome concave hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Excellent a lovely bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

171. Dinky 519 Simca 1000 - red body, off white interior, silver trim, chrome concave hubs - overall condition is generally 
Near Mint (does have slight rusting to hubs) in a generally Excellent yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

172. French Dinky 547 Panhard PL17 - pale lilac body, off white interior, silver trim, chrome concave hubs - Excellent 
(couple of small marks on protruding edges) in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 
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173. French Dinky 552 Chevrolet Corvair - light blue, off white interior, silver trim and side flashes, chrome concave hubs 
with white tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (slight wear to tyres) in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red 
carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

174. French Dinky 36a Log Truck - orange unit with silver trim, yellow concave and convex hubs, yellow Trailer with 
concave hubs, Log load - overall condition is generally Excellent (usual small chips around coupling) in a generally Good Plus 
blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

175. French Dinky 34b Berliet Container Truck - red cab, concave and convex hubs with black treaded tyres, black wheel 
arches, grey flat bed, silver trim, tow hook, with dark grey container - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a Good (slightly 
grubby around end flaps) yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

176. French Dinky 560 (25bv) Peugeot "Postes" Delivery Van - dark green including convex hubs with black smooth tyres, 
silver trim - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find (dual 
numbered 560/25bv end flaps). 

 £70 - £80 

177. French Dinky 563 Renault Estafette Pick-up - orange, green plastic cover, silver trim, grey concave hubs - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (does have some small chips around wheel arches) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded 
picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

178. French Dinky 580 Berliet Tipper - blue cab, chassis and concave hubs with black treaded tyres, black wheel arches, 
orange tipper, silver trim - overall condition is generally Excellent (usual small chips on inner back) in a Good to Good Plus 
yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

179. French Dinky 582 Citroen Breakdown Lorry "Dinky Service" - red including concave hubs, black jib and hook, silver 
trim - overall condition is generally Excellent a lovely bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture 
box. 

 £60 - £70 

180. Corgi 207 Standard Vanguard Saloon - red upper, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small 
marks to windows and side edges) still a bright example in a Fair to Good (slightly crushed) blue carded picture box with 
collectors club folded leaflet. 

 £60 - £70 

181. Corgi 229 Chevrolet Corvair - blue body, pale yellow interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Excellent Plus in a 
generally Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

182. Corgi 245 Buick Riviera - steel blue body, red interior, chrome trim, wire wheels - overall condition is generally 
Excellent Plus (very slight loss of chrome to bumper edges and without tow hook) in a generally Excellent blue and yellow 
carded picture box with original pen price mark to one end flap, also comes accompanied with collectors club folded 
leaflet - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 
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183. Corgi 300 Austin Healey Sports Car - red body, cream seats, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Good Plus to Excellent still a 
lovely bright example in a generally Good to Good Plus blue carded picture box with colour folded leaflet. 

 £70 - £90 

184. Corgi 424 Ford Zephyr Estate Car - two-tone blue, red interior, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Excellent a nice bright 
example in a Good (grubby) blue and yellow carded picture box with collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

185. Corgi 404 Bedford Dormobile Personnel Carrier - cream body, silver trim, flat spun hubs - overall condition is generally 
Excellent (does have some small factory flaws) in a Fair (complete) blue carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

186. Corgi 405 Bedford Utilecon "AFS" Tender - green body, silver trim, flat spun hubs, bare metal ladders - Excellent still a 
nice bright example in a Fair blue carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

187. Corgi 408 Bedford "AA Road Service" Van - yellow, black, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Good Plus still a bright example 
in a Good (slightly grubby around edges) blue carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

188. Corgi Military 414 Bedford "Ambulance" - green body, white and red cross labels to roof and doors, spun 
hubs - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Good blue and yellow carded picture box - displays well. 

 £60 - £70 

189. Corgi 437 Superior "Ambulance" - two-tone red, cream, brown interior, spun hubs, clear battery-operated roof 
light - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent a nice bright example in a Fair blue and yellow carded picture box 
with collectors club folded leaflet and inner packing piece - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

190. Corgi 455 Karrier Bantam Two-Toner - blue, red base and inner back, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Near Mint (couple of 
very minor marks on edges) nice bright example in a Fair (complete) blue carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

191. Corgi 64 Working Conveyor on Forward Control Jeep - red, grey, yellow, black rubber belt, lemon interior, spun 
hubs - overall condition is generally Good Plus a nice bright example, inner pictorial stand is Good to Good Plus with figure and 
4 x sacks in a Fair blue and yellow carded picture box with collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

192. DGM (Copy Models) a pair (1) Morris "Sube" Delivery Van - cream body, brown roof, green chassis, wire wheels - Near 
Mint in a Good plain white carded box and (2) Delivery Van "Marsh's Sausages" - dark green, black hubs and tyres - Excellent 
Plus in a Good plain white box with label - see photo. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

193. Schuco Fex 1111 tinplate clockwork Car - finished in blue, red hubs - overall condition is generally Good Plus 
(untested). 

 £40 - £50 

194. Schuco Kommando 2000 tinplate clockwork issue - finished in red including hubs - Fair - see photo. 

 £20 - £30 
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195. Schuco Telesteering Car - finished in red - this tinplate clockwork issue is generally Excellent with accessories and key, 
carded base is Fair, outer sleeve is Poor - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

196. Schuco Telesteering Car - finished in green - this tinplate clockwork issue is generally Excellent with accessories 
(missing key), carded base is Fair to Good, outer sleeve is Poor. 

 £60 - £70 

197. Schuco Studio Racing Car - silver, racing number 6 - overall condition is generally Good (does have some surface 
rusting in places - still displays well in a Poor carded box, comes with some folded leaflets and some accessories - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

198. Schuco Studio Racing Car - finished in silver with accessories - overall condition is generally Near Mint in a Good Plus 
carded picture box (later re-issue model and box) - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

199. Arnold 670 tinplate clockwork Train - finished in green, black, red - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have 
some surface rusting around chimney stack) in a Fair to Good carded box with correct "Arnold" key. 

 £40 - £50 

200. Sutcliffe Toy Sprite Day Cruiser clockwork tinplate Boat - two-tone cream, pale green hull - overall condition is 
generally Excellent in a Good carded box (slightly grubby around end flaps). 

 £40 - £50 

201. Lincoln International Jaguar XK "Fire Chief" remote-control tinplate and plastic Car - finished in red including roof 
box - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (untested) in a Fair to Good lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 

202. Triang Minic Tractor - finished in red, metal rollers with black rubber tracks - overall condition is generally Fair to Good 
(missing seat) in a Poor carded box. 

 £15 - £20 

203. Triang Minic plastic clockwork Steam Roller - green, grey plastic rollers - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple 
of small marks to roof edges) - untested in a Good carded picture box - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

204. Triang Minic Vauxhall Cabriolet - red body, black chassis - this tinplate clockwork issue is generally Good Plus a nice 
bright example in a Good carded box with correct key. 

 £60 - £70 

205. Triang Minic Open Back Delivery Wagon - red, green, chrome - this clockwork tinplate issue is generally Excellent in a 
Fair carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

206. Triang Minic Refuse Truck - green, red, chrome opening slides - this clockwork tinplate issue is generally Good Plus 
still a lovely bright unboxed example. 

 £30 - £40 
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207. Guntherman, Kico (Hubert Kienberger Germany) tinplate clockwork Billiards Player - scarce novelty toy from the early 
part of the 20th century featuring tinprinted Man dressed in a suit and tie with brown and green Billiards Table - untested, 
comes with some Billiard balls - overall condition is generally Good (although does have usual age wear including surface 
rusting) - still a bright example - see photo. 

 £100 - £130 

208. "Baby Wee" (USA made) tinplate wind-up Boat - finished in reddish-brown, yellow and black hull, comes with blue 
windscreen and flag - overall condition is generally Fair to Good (untested) still displays well. 

 £60 - £70 

209. Walt Reach Toy (Courtland) - made in the USA tinplate Articulated Truck and Trailer "Day & Night" Wrecker - finished 
in yellow, blue, black, red - overall condition is generally Good (does have rusting to some bare metal parts and surfaces) - still 
a bright example. 

 £50 - £70 

210. Kellerman (or similar) tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - overall condition is generally Fair still a bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

211. British made tinplate clockwork Bear - overall condition is generally Fair. 

 £40 - £50 

212. Masuya (Japan) tinplate friction drive vintage style Open 2-Seater Sports - finished in brown, cream, black, red 
wheels - Good Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

213. Tinplate (Japan made) friction drive 4-Seater Open Cabriolet - finished in red, off white seats, black tonneau - Good. 

 £30 - £40 

214. Bandai (Japan) friction drive tinplate and plastic Open 4-Seater Saloon - cream body, black chassis - Good (is showing 
surface rusting in places). 

 £25 - £35 

215. Tinplate group of mainly more recent issues including (China made) Drummer; Aircraft; Vintage Car; Monkey on Horse 
and (Japanese made) Panda Drummer - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

216. Altin tinplate Racer - finished in red, blue, racing number 4 - overall condition is generally Good to Good Plus (does 
have some surface rusting in places) still displays well. 

 £50 - £60 

217. Marklin 16041 Dolls House Kitchen - Limited Edition set which includes tinplate Kitchen, Furniture and 
Figures - condition appears to be generally Mint in a Good (grubby around all edges) carded box. 

 £50 - £60 

218. French Dinky 529 2CV Vespa 400 - blue, dark grey hood, silver trim, chrome convex hubs - Excellent Plus a beautiful 
example in an Excellent yellow and red carded picture box (does have some pen writing to one end flap). 

 £60 - £70 
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Miscellaneous 

219. Corgi Military 908 AMX 30D Recovery Tank - green including rollers with black rubber tracks, comes with all 
accessories - Mint in generally Excellent (ex-shop stock) striped window boxes - do have some small scuffs and creases to 
ends - contained in trade outer carded sleeve which is Good Plus - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

220. Corgi Military 908 AMX 30D Recovery Tank - green including rollers with black rubber tracks, comes with all 
accessories - Mint in generally Excellent (ex-shop stock) striped window boxes - do have some small scuffs and creases to 
ends - contained in trade outer carded sleeve which is Good Plus - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

221. Corgi Military 908 AMX 30D Recovery Tank - green including rollers with black rubber tracks, comes with all 
accessories - Mint in generally Excellent (ex-shop stock) striped window boxes - do have some small scuffs and creases to 
ends - contained in trade outer carded sleeve which is Good - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

222. Corgi GS23 "Chipperfield's Circus" Gift Set - (2nd issue) to include Bedford TK Giraffe Transporter with 2 x Giraffe 
figures in bag; Land Rover with Elephant Cage on Trailer; 2 x Animal Cages with loose animals and Lions in bag; Scammell 
6-wheeled Crane Truck - red, yellow, chrome jib and hook - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint, 
polystyrene tray is Excellent including carded base, a nice bright example comes with correct instruction/collectors club folded 
leaflet - inner packing piece is Good Plus, outer blue and yellow lift off lid is Good - see photo. 

 £280 - £320 

223. Triang Spot-On 117 "Jones" Crane KL10/10 - black, cream, red including hubs, grey base - overall condition is 
generally Good to Good Plus (does have some small corrosion marks) still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus lift off lid box 
with instruction leaflet, collectors club leaflet and colour collectors card - see photo. 

 £130 - £150 

224. Triang Spot-On 801 "Home With Tommy Spot" - this gift set includes two Cars plus two figures - overall conditions are 
generally Excellent to Excellent Plus (very slight loss of chrome to bumpers), inner pictorial stand is generally Excellent, outer 
window box is Fair (perspex requires replacement) - see photo. 

 £180 - £220 

225. Dinky 511 Guy 4-ton Lorry - two-tone blue, Supertoy hubs, metal tow hook - Good (does have large surface corrosion 
mark to roof) in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box and 512 Guy Flat Truck Empty blue lift off lid Box with paper 
label - Good still a bright example. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

226. Dinky 401 Coventry Climax Forklift Truck - burnt orange, black mast, green forks and ridged hubs, light tan figure 
driver - Good (requires attention in cleaning) in a Good blue and white striped lift off lid box; 702 DH Comet Airliner 
"BOAC" - white, blue, silver - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box and 902 Big 
Bedford Lorry - maroon cab and chassis, dark tan back, Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres - Good in a Fair blue and white 
striped lift off lid only. (3) 

 £60 - £70 
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227. Dinky unboxed group to include Express Train; Plymouth Estate; Streamlined Fire Engine; Aveling Barford Diesel Road 
Roller plus others, also includes a Matchbox King Size Dumper - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus - see photo. (16) 

 £80 - £90 

228. Dinky unboxed group to include Bedford Tipper - burnt orange, green ridged hubs; Loudspeaker Van - grey including 
ridged hubs; 25 Series Open Back Wagon - green, black chassis; Guy Flat Truck with Tailboard plus others - conditions are 
generally Poor to Fair. (7) 

 £70 - £80 

229. Corgi 258 "The Saint's" Volvo P1800 - white body, red interior, silver trim, spun hubs - (restored/repainted) - with 
reproduction blue and yellow carded picture box; Matchbox Collectables (Models of Yesteryear) YAS05-M Showman's Engine 
"John Hoadley's" - Near Mint including box and unboxed Britains plastic vintage Stagecoach "US Mail" - Excellent. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

230. Corgi 00802 "Fawlty Towers" Austin 1300 Estate - red, chrome, silver with "Basil Fawlty" figure - Mint in a Good Plus 
window box. 

 £20 - £25 

231. French Dinky 32ab Panhard Articulated Truck and Trailer "SNCF" - dark blue including concave hubs, silver 
trim - Good Plus to Excellent still a lovely bright unboxed example. 

 £40 - £50 

232. French Dinky 24h Mercedes 190 SL - pale cream body, black hood, silver trim, chrome convex hubs - Excellent 
(couple of very minor marks on edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (some inner flaps are torn). 

 £50 - £60 

233. Dinky 421 (30w) Electric Articulated Lorry "British Railways" - maroon, red ridged hubs, metal tow hook - Excellent 
(couple of small marks on protruding edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (some inner flaps are detached) - with 
harder to find (dual numbered 30w/421 end flaps). 

 £50 - £60 

234. Dinky 798 Express Passenger Train Set comprising of Locomotive "British Railways" - green, black and 2 x 
Carriages - cream, grey, silver, maroon, black, ridged hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks on 
Carriage edges) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

235. Corgi 67 Ford 5000 Super Major Tractor - blue, grey, chrome trim, with figure driver - overall condition is generally Near 
Mint in a generally Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box with correct inner packing piece and instruction/collectors club 
folded leaflet. 

 £70 - £80 

236. Matchbox Regular Wheels a group to include 12 Land Rover Safari - green, dark brown luggage; 17 Foden 
"Hoveringham Tipper" - red, orange; 29 Austin Cambridge - two-tone green; 64 MG 1100 - green and 66 Greyhound 
Coach - silver, amber windows - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good (small tear to end flap) to 
Excellent type D, E & F colour picture boxes. (5) 

 £70 - £80 
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237. Dinky 343 Dodge Farm Produce Wagon - green cab and chassis, yellow stake back and plastic hubs with black 
tyres - Fair in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box and 955 Fire Engine with Extending Ladder - red including Supertoy 
hubs, with windows, silver trim and ladders - Good in a Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

238. Dinky 983 Car Carrier with Trailer "Dinky Auto Service" - red, grey including Supertoy hubs - Fair in a Poor blue and 
white striped lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £70 

239. Corgi 238 Jaguar Mark X - metallic cerise, lemon interior, spun hubs - Fair in a Good blue and yellow carded picture 
box and 251 Hillman Imp - blue, yellow interior, spun hubs - Fair to Good in a Good blue and yellow carded picture box with 
correct instruction leaflet - both models come with luggage cases. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

240. Corgi 236 Austin A60 "Motor School" - pale blue, silver trim, red interior (very unusual variation with dark ruby red roof 
disc) - overall condition is generally Good (does have large crack to front windscreen) in a generally Fair to Good blue and 
yellow carded picture box with correct instruction leaflet and 252 Rover 2000 - steel blue, red interior, silver trim, spun 
hubs - Good Plus in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

241. Corgi Empty Boxes group to include 61 Four Furrow Plough with correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet; 225 
Austin Seven Mini; 227 Morris Mini Cooper "Competition Model" and Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y5 Bentley - conditions 
are Fair to Good Plus. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

242. Corgi 416s Land Rover "RAC Radio Rescue" - blue including plastic canopy, spun hubs (broken aerial) - otherwise 
Good in a Fair to Good blue and yellow carded picture box; 1967/68 colour Catalogue - Good Plus and Original Classics 9001 
Bentley 1927 - green, black hood - Good Plus including lift off lid box. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

243. Dinky/Corgi unboxed group to include Leyland Octopus Wagon; Wayne School Bus; Euclid Rear Dumper; Triumph 
TR2 Sports Car; Bedford Type S Carrimore; plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (19) 

 £80 - £100 

244. Matchbox an unboxed group to include Autotanker "BP"; "Pickfords" Low Loader; Regular Wheels Bedford Tipper; plus 
others, lot also includes some other British made models - conditions are Poor to Good - see photo. (27) 

 £40 - £50 

245. Tekno 458 "Carlsberg" Volvo Articulated Truck and Trailer - white, green, cast hubs - overall condition is generally 
Excellent a lovely bright example (couple of small marks to roof front edge) in a Fair carded picture box - displays well see 
photo. 

 £110 - £130 

246. Tekno 851 "Express Expo 58" - comprising of Mercedes Bus - grey, blue plus 2 x Trailers - finished in grey, blue, 
orange roofs - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (although does have wear to decals) in a Poor carded 
box - still a bright example of a hard to find issue. 

 £280 - £320 

247. John Hill & Co Pre-war Delivery Van - finished in red, grey solid wheels - overall condition is generally Fair still a bright 
example. 

 £30 - £40 
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248. Corgi 802 "Popeye" - Paddlewagen - finished in red, white, yellow including rear wheels (harder variation to find) with 
correct figures - overall condition is generally Good to Good Plus (rear swing is broken and requires some attention in 
cleaning) - still a bright example in a generally Good blue and yellow window box with collectors club folded leaflet. 

 £90 - £110 

249. Kirk Models (Tekno) Promotional Issue Ford D Open Back Truck "Norman Reeves (Trucks) Ltd" - red cab and chassis, 
yellow back, grey plastic hubs - overall condition is Good Plus to Excellent (slight wear to decals) still a bright example of a hard 
to find issue, comes in a Fair carded box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

250. Condon (British made) Dump Truck - finished in red, metal wheels, light tan figure driver with black steering wheel and 
seat - overall condition is generally Good (does have some small fatigue marks) still a bright example. 

 £50 - £60 

251. Scamold (Scale Models) clockwork Maserati Racing Car - finished in dark green complete with correct 
handle/winder - overall condition is generally Good (does have chips on most areas) in a Poor carded box - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

252. Morestone "RAC" Motorcycle and Sidecar Patrol - unusual variation with red Motorcycle, metallic blue Sidecar and 
figure driver, bare metal wheel arch to side - overall condition is generally Fair to Good still a bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

253. British made rare early Post-war Slush Cast Fire Engine (possibly FG Taylor/Barrett & Sons) - finished in red, yellow 
solid wheels, silver trim, with detachable windscreen, 2 x figures and ladder - overall condition is generally Good - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

254. Dinky Pre-war 22 Series Delivery Van - orange, blue, purple washed wheels, "Hornby Series" base - Good still a bright 
example. 

 £280 - £320 

255. Dinky Pre-war 22 Series Open Back Truck - blue, red back, green washed wheels - Fair to Good still a bright example, 
"Hornby Series" base. 

 £180 - £200 

256. Dinky Pre-war 22 Series Open Sports Car - red body, cream interior and wheel arches, blue washed 
wheels - Fair - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

257. John Hill & Co Fire Engine - finished in red including hubs with white tyres - complete with six Firemen, ladder and 
bell - overall condition is generally Good (has usual age wear) still a bright example. 

 £60 - £70 

258. Pre-war Trams a pair (1) Dinky "Ovaltine" - green, cream, orange, red - Fair and (2) Johillco - finished in orange, 
cream - Fair. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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259. Matchbox Superfast a group of Porsches - 3 Turbo - silver, red interior, brown base; red, black base; brown, black 
base; another same as previous and 59 928 - light metallic brown, brown base - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes and blister card. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

260. Matchbox Superfast group to include 8 De Tomaso Pantera; 18 Hondarora; 16 Pontiac; 35 Fandango plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Excellent (some duplication) in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

261. Matchbox Superfast unboxed group to include 34 Volkswagen; 46 Mercedes; 25 Ford Cortina GT; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Good to Excellent Plus (some require slight attention in cleaning) and 2 x Regular 
Wheels which are generally Fair to Good. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

262. Corgi 313 "Graham Hill" Ford Cortina GXL - metallic aqua, black roof, off white interior, black base, 
Whizzwheels - overall condition is generally Excellent (slight discolouration on bumpers) in a Good orange and yellow window 
box with correct "Graham Hill" figure and collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

263. Corgi Whizzwheels a group (1) 301 Iso Grifo - blue, black bonnet; (2) 306 Morris Marina 1.8 Coupe - metallic red and 
(3) 402 Ford Cortina "Police" - white, red interior, blue roof light - conditions are generally Good Plus (do require some attention 
in cleaning) in generally Good orange and yellow window boxes, still display well - see photo. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

264. Corgi group to include 331 Ford Capri GT; 477 Land Rover Breakdown Truck; 50 Massey Ferguson Tractor; 461 
Range Rover "Police" - missing some accessories; 319 Jaguar XJS plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to 
Mint in generally Fair to Good striped window boxes. (12) 

 £80 - £100 

265. Corgi 67 Ford 5000 Super Major Tractor - blue, grey including plastic hubs, figure driver, chrome trim - overall condition 
is generally Good Plus (does have some labels added) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow carded picture box 
with inner packing piece. 

 £50 - £60 

266. Corgi 72 Ford 5000 Super Major Tractor with Trenching Bucket - blue, grey including plastic hubs, yellow, with figure 
driver - Good Plus (does have discolouration to chrome parts) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow window box 
with inner plastic tray - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

267. Corgi 470 Forward Control Jeep - blue, lemon interior, cast hubs, grey plastic canopy - Good Plus in a Fair (complete) 
blue and yellow window box and 1147 Scammell Handyman Truck and Trailer "Ferrymasters The International 
Hauliers" - white, yellow, black, cast hubs - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have some superdetailing and labels 
applied) in a generally Fair (complete) blue and yellow window box. (2) 

 £80 - £100 

268. Dinky 205 Lotus Cortina Rally Car "Rallye Monte Carlo" - white, red, 2 x plastic aerials, cast hubs - Good (does require 
attention in cleaning) in a Fair carded picture box; 321 Massey Harris Manure Spreader - red, yellow plastic hubs - Good Plus in 
a Good correct later issue yellow and red carded box with detail picture to sides and 980 Coles Hydra Truck - yellow, black, 
cast hubs - Good to Good Plus in a Poor carded box. (3) 

 £50 - £70 
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269. Unboxed group to include Dinky Commer Breakdown Lorry - grey, blue; Corgi "Chipperfield's Circus" Karrier Mobile 
Booking Office; Fordson Tractor; Dinky (Hong Kong) Jaguar Type E plus others - conditions vary from Poor to Excellent. (21) 

 £50 - £60 

270. A boxed group to include Matchbox Speed Kings K23 Mercury "Police"; Corgi Juniors "The Professionals" Ford Capri; 
Majorette Mercedes with Motorbikes on Trailer; Bburago Porsche 935; Lego 103 (not checked for correctness) plus 
others - conditions vary from Good to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus packaging. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

271. Dinky 923 Big Bedford "Heinz 57 Varieties" - red cab and chassis, yellow back and Supertoy hubs with grey treaded 
tyres - Good Plus in a generally Fair to Good (slightly grubby) blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £100 - £120 

272. Dinky 958 Guy Warrior Snow Plough - black, yellow including Supertoy hubs, large blue roof light - Good Plus to 
Excellent (does have some small chips on edges including blade) still a bright example in a Good Plus blue and white striped lift 
off lid box with inner packing piece. 

 £60 - £80 

273. Dinky 922 Big Bedford Lorry - maroon cab and chassis, dark tan and back and Supertoy hubs with grey treaded 
tyres - Fair to Good still displays well in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find (dual numbered 522/922 
end). 

 £20 - £30 

274. Dinky 38d Alvis Open Saloon - maroon body, red ridged hubs, grey interior and tonneau - Good Plus still a lovely bright 
example. 

 £30 - £40 

275. Dinky 254 Austin "Taxi" - black body, dark grey base, interior and figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Good 
Plus to Excellent (some small chips on side protruding edges) still a lovely bright example. 

 £40 - £60 

276. Dinky 480 Bedford "Kodak" Delivery Van - yellow, silver trim, red ridged hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example 
that displays well. 

 £20 - £30 

277. Dinky 25wm Military Bedford Open Back Truck - green cab and chassis and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, drab 
green back - Good to Good Plus (does have some small marks around edges) still a bright example. 

 £35 - £45 

278. Dinky 669 Military Jeep - green including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, tow hook, white 5-pointed star decal to 
bonnet and sides - Good to Good Plus still a bright example. 

 £20 - £30 

279. Dinky 139am Military Ford Sedan Staff Car - green including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, white 5-pointed star 
decal to roof and doors - Good still a lovely bright example. 

 £20 - £30 
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280. French Dinky 552 Chevrolet Corvair - pale blue, cream interior and steering wheel, silver trim, chrome concave 
hubs - Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £30 - £40 

281. French Dinky 29d Autobus Parisien - two-tone cream, green including convex hubs with silver trim - Good Plus still a 
bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (has had some sellotape repair to one end flap). 

 £30 - £40 

282. Dinky 282 Leyland Royal Tiger Coach - two-tone green, cream including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Good 
Plus still a lovely bright example that displays well. 

 £30 - £40 

283. Corgi 1102 Euclid TC12 Tractor with Dozer Blade - pale green, silver blade, black rubber tracks - Good Plus still a 
lovely bright example in a generally Good blue and yellow lift off lid box with one inner packing piece (two corners have had 
sellotape repair) - with collectors club folded leaflet. 

 £40 - £50 

284. Metosul 5 Volkswagen Saloon - silver - Excellent (couple of very minor roof marks) in a Good Plus window box. 

 £30 - £40 

285. Marklin 8031 Autokran - finished in yellow, silver including jib, chrome cast hubs - Excellent Plus (usual very small 
marks to rear of cab roof) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small scuffs on edges) yellow, white and black 
carded picture box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

286. Tekno "Carlsberg" Articulated Truck and Trailer - finished in off white, green, cast hubs with black tyres - Excellent 
(does have some small marks on edges and rear roof) still a lovely bright unboxed example. 

 £60 - £70 

287. Tekno (Kirk Models) Monza GT - off white, red interior, cast hubs, racing number 88 - Fair to Good (does have chips to 
most edges). 

 £20 - £30 

288. Politoys 563 Lotus Europa - pale turquoise, silver interior, yellow wheels - Good Plus and Minialuxe plastic issue Ford 
Anglia - pale turquoise - Good to Good Plus (does require attention in cleaning).  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

289. Tekno Tipper - black cab and chassis, red back - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (does have 
rusting to bare metal parts and usual discolouration to chrome parts) still a bright example - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

290. Dinky Military 697 Field Gun Set to include Quad Tractor, Ammunition Trailer and Field Gun - all are finished in green 
including ridged hubs - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in a Fair to Good blue and yellow lift off lid box and 660 
Mighty Antar Tank Transporter - green including Supertoy hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small chips 
on edges) still a bright example in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow lift off lid box with some inner packing pieces (lid does 
have a split to one side) - still a bright example. (2) 

 £80 - £110 
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291. Dinky Military 665 Honest John Missile Launcher - green including plastic hubs and platform, with white and black 
Missile - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks on edges) still a lovely bright example in a Good (slightly 
grubby) carded box with detail picture. 

 £80 - £90 

292. Dinky Military 667 Missile Servicing Platform Vehicle - green including Supertoy hubs, jib and basket - overall condition 
is Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good blue and white striped lift off lid box (small split to one corner) still a bright 
example. 

 £70 - £80 

293. Dinky Military 666 Missile Erector Vehicle with Corporal Missile and Launching Platform - finished in green including 
hubs, white and black Missile - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have some small surface rusting) still displays 
well in a Good blue and white striped lift off lid box with correct inner packing piece and folded instruction leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

294. Dinky Military group - 651 Centurion Tank - green including metal rollers with black rubber tracks - Good to Good Plus 
in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box; 626 "Ambulance" - green including Supertoy hubs, white and red crosses to roof, 
sides and rear opening doors, figure driver - Good in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box and 673 Scout Car - green 
including ridged hubs, figure driver - Good Plus in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

295. Dinky Military 622 Foden Covered 10-ton Wagon - green including ridged hubs and metal tilt, figure driver, metal tow 
hook - Excellent bright example in a Good blue and white striped lift off lid box and 689 Medium Artillery Tractor - green 
including Supertoy hubs and metal tilt, figure driver, tow hook - Good Plus to Excellent still a bright example in a Good (slightly 
grubby) blue and white striped lift off lid box. (2) 

 £80 - £110 

296. Dinky Military unboxed group to include Reconnaissance Car - drab olive green; Bedford "Ambulance"; Scammell 
Recovery Tractor; Medium Tank; Austin Champ plus others - conditions vary from Fair to Good Plus still some bright examples. 
(16) 

 £80 - £110 

297. Britains 5189 Limited Edition "The 22nd Cheshire Regiment" Figure set - which is generally Near Mint including 
presentation box in a Good outer brown transit packaging; Corgi 41 State Landau - Near Mint in a Good striped window box 
with outer carded sleeve; Dinky 955 Fire Engine with Extending Ladder - red including Supertoy hubs, silver including 
ladders - Good in a Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid box; unboxed "Royal Mail" Delivery Van - red, black including 
ridged hubs - Fair plus Matchbox "Silver Jubilee" plated Figurine - Near Mint in a Good presentation box and tin Badge 
"Farnham Maltings 1993". (6) 

 £60 - £70 

298. Hornby Series Accessory 5 "O Gauge" Gradient Post and Mile Post set of 12 - which are generally Fair to Good in a 
Fair (grubby around all edges) red lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 

299. Hornby Series Accessories 7 "O Gauge" Watchman's Hut with Brazier, Shovel and Poker - overall condition is 
generally Good Plus to Excellent (some small chips on edges) in a Fair to Good red lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 
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300. Hornby Series Accessories 8 "O Gauge" Notice Boards set of 6 - which are generally Good to Good Plus still bright 
examples in a Fair to Good red lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 

301. Hornby Series Accessories 13 "O Gauge" Hall's Distemper Advertisement containing 2 figures with carded sign - Good 
in a generally Good (couple of scuffs on edges) red lift off lid box, also comes with some green lead made ladders - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

302. Dinky 003 "Passengers" Figure set containing 6 pieces including Hiker, Mother and Child plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good Plus in a generally Fair to Good green lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £40 - £50 

303. Dinky 4 "Engineering Staff" 5-piece Figure set including Fitter, Storekeeper plus others - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Excellent Plus in a Good green lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £40 - £60 

304. Dinky 5 "Train and Hotel Staff" 5-piece Figure set to include Porter plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Good Plus to Excellent in a generally Good green lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £40 - £60 

305. Dinky 6 "Shepherd" Figure set to include 4 x Sheep, Dog and Shepherd - overall condition is generally Good Plus to 
Excellent in a generally Good (although slightly grubby) green lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £40 - £60 

306. Dinky 47 Road Signs - set of 12 - which are generally Fair to Good Plus in a generally Fair to Good lift off lid box with 
paper label and 4 "Engineering Staff" 5-piece Figure set - conditions are generally Fair to Good in a Fair green lift off lid box 
(label is partially removed) with "Hudson Dobson" label to side. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

307. Dinky Pre-war 62k "The King's Aeroplane" - finished in silver, blue, red including propellers, "G-A EXX" 
lettering - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (usual small chips on edges) still a lovely bright example in a 
generally Good to Good Plus blue lift off lid box. 

 £120 - £150 

308. Dinky Pre-war 60r Empire Flying Boat - silver, red propellers, "G-A DHM" lettering, "Caledonia" side decals - overall 
condition is generally Good (starting to show some small signs of fatigue) in a generally Fair still displays well blue lift off lid box. 

 £60 - £70 

309. Dinky Military 697 Field Gun Set containing Quad Tractor, Ammunition Trailer and Field Gun; 676 Armoured Personnel 
Carrier and 252 (25v) Bedford Refuse Wagon - light tan body, green metal slides, red ridged hubs - conditions are generally 
Good to Good Plus still bright examples, all come with REPRODUCTION boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

310. Dinky 667 Military Missile Servicing Platform Vehicle - finished in green including Supertoy hubs, jib and plastic 
basket - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have some rusting to bare metal supporting arms) in a generally Good to 
Good Plus (small scuff to edge) blue and white striped lift off lid box with correct inner packing pieces and folded instruction 
leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 
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311. Britains 4f Tumbrel Cart - finished in light blue, red wheels, brown raves - overall condition is generally Good Plus a 
lovely bright example, Horse is generally Good (does have one broken leg) with figure which is Good Plus all contained in a 
generally Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

312. Dinky 305 David Brown Tractor - finished in white, cream, red hubs - Good Plus still a bright example that displays well 
in a Good Plus carded box with detail picture - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

313. Dinky 310 Farm Tractor and Hay Rake set to include Massey Ferguson Tractor - red, yellow hubs (plastic to front), 
plastic figure driver and chimney stack complete with Hay Rake - red, yellow - condition is generally Good Plus still a lovely 
bright example in a generally Fair to Good (had small repair) all yellow lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

314. Dinky 950 Foden "Burmah" Fuel Tanker - finished in red, white including plastic hubs, grey gantry and filler caps, 
yellow rubber hoses - overall condition is generally Near Mint in a Good (slightly grubby) window box - see photo. 

 £25 - £35 

315. Dinky unboxed group to include Muir Hill Dumper; Coventry Climax Forklift Truck; Mechanical Horse and Trailer and 
Streamlined Fire Engine - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples that display well. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

316. Dinky 289 Routemaster Bus Empty Box; 2 x Leyland Atlantean Bus "Kenning" and Viceroy Coach "PTT" - conditions 
are generally Good to Near Mint. (4) 

 £15 - £20 

317. Dinky 34b "Royal Mail" Delivery Van - red body and roof, black front, ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Excellent 
lovely bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

318. Dinky 465 Morris Commercial "Have a Capstan" - two-tone blue, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent a nice bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture 
box. 

 £70 - £80 

319. Dinky 472 Austin "Raleigh Cycles" Van - dark green, silver trim, yellow ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (couple of very small marks around windscreen) still a bright example in a Fair (complete) yellow 
and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

320. Corgi 301 Triumph TR2 Sports Car - cream body, red seats, silver trim, flat spun hubs - overall condition is generally 
Excellent Plus (does require very light attention in cleaning) still a bright example in a Fair blue carded picture box with pink 
collectors club leaflet - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

321. Corgi 403 Bedford "Daily Express" Van - blue body, silver trim, flat spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent 
(couple of very small marks on side protruding edges) in a generally Good blue carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 
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322. Corgi 474 Ford Thames "Wall's" Ice Cream Van - finished in blue, cream, spun hubs, with working musical 
chimes - overall condition is generally Excellent (usual very slight discolouration to windows), comes with inner pictorial stand 
which is Excellent Plus, unapplied decal sheet and correct instruction leaflet, inner packing piece is Excellent outer blue and 
yellow carded picture box is Good Plus with original price label to end flap - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

323. Corgi 252 Rover 2000 - steel blue, red interior, silver trim, spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus a 
beautiful example in a Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on end flaps) blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

324. Dinky 135 Triumph 2000 Saloon - metallic aqua, white roof, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black 
treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of very small chips to roof) in a Good yellow and red carded 
picture box (small tear to one end). 

 £60 - £70 

325. French Dinky 1424 Renault 12 Saloon - dark mustard, red interior, silver trim, concave hubs with "Dunlop" tyres - Good 
Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding side edges) in a generally Good carded picture box (small mark to end 
flap where label has been removed). 

 £50 - £60 

326. Spanish Dinky 1413 Citroen Dyane - pale grey body, light grey hood, red interior, concave hubs with "Dunlop" 
tyres - Excellent (couple of small marks to boot and side protruding edges) still a bright example in a Fair to Good carded 
picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

327. Dinky 176 NSU RO80 - metallic red, spun hubs with black treaded tyres - this battery-operated issue is Good Plus, 
inner pictorial stand is Good Plus outer carded picture box is Fair and unboxed 151 Vauxhall 101 - metallic red, off white 
interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Good Plus still a bright example. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

328. Dinky 978 Bedford Refuse Wagon - green cab, pale grey back, silver trim, red plastic hubs and interior, with 2 x 
bins - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent still a bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) carded box with 
detail picture. 

 £40 - £50 

329. Dinky 434 Bedford TK Crash Truck "Auto Services" - metallic red cab, pale grey back, dark grey platforms, red interior 
and plastic hubs, silver trim - overall condition is generally Good Plus in a Fair to Good (slightly grubby on one side) carded box 
with detail picture. 

 £40 - £50 

330. Dinky 972 "Coles" Lorry Mounted Crane Truck - orange, yellow - Good to Good Plus in a Fair blue and white striped lift 
off lid box with some inner packing; 949 Wayne School Bus - Poor (overpainted) in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box; 
953 Continental Touring Coach - turquoise, white, red plastic hubs - Fair (could possibly be better if slight time spent in 
cleaning) in a Fair yellow and red lift off lid box with detail picture - plus a quantity of unboxed including AEC Articulated Truck 
and Trailer "British Road Services" plus others - lot also includes some other British made toys including Triang Spot-On 2 x 
Land Rovers plus others - conditions are Poor to Fair (some could be better if time spent in cleaning) - see photo. (qty) 

 £80 - £90 

331. Catalogues a group to include Triang Spot-On First Edition - Good Plus; 1959 8-page leaflet; Corgi "1963/64" Boy 
dressed in blue - Excellent and 2 x Matchbox - which are generally Fair to Good Plus. (5) 

 £40 - £50 
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332. Triang Spot-On 109/3 ERF 68G with Flat Float - blue cab, cream interior with black steering wheel, pale blue (light 
turquoise) back, grey chassis, cast hubs - Good (does have small chips to all edges) in a Fair lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £120 - £150 

333. Triang Spot-On 111A/1 Ford Thames Trader with Trailer "British Railways" - maroon, off white, cast hubs - overall 
condition is Fair (does require attention in cleaning) in a Fair lift off lid box. 

 £70 - £80 

334. Triang Spot-On 111A/1 Ford Thames Trader with Trailer "British Railways" - maroon, off white, black, cast hubs - Good 
to Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Fair to Good (some splits on edges) lift off lid box with some inner packing 
pieces, also comes accompanied with folded collectors club leaflet and colour collectors card - see photo. 

 £120 - £150 

335. Triang Spot-On 116 Caterpillar D9 Bulldozer - yellow including rollers with black rubber tracks, silver blade - Good Plus 
still a lovely bright example of a harder to find issue in a generally Good to Good Plus lift off lid box with 1 packing piece, also 
comes accompanied with collectors club folded leaflet and colour collectors card - see photo. 

 £400 - £500 

336. Triang Spot-On 265 "Tonibell" Ice Cream Van - finished in blue, red side flashes, white interior with figure, chrome trim, 
cast spun hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks to bumpers) in a Good (slightly crushed) window 
box. 

 £100 - £120 

337. Dinky 503 Foden (1st Type) Flat Truck with Tailboard - grey cab and back, blue flashes, chassis and ridged hubs, 
silver trim - Fair including buff lift off lid box with paper label (missing base) - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

338. Corgi 424 Ford Zephyr Estate Car - two-tone blue, lemon interior, silver trim, spun hubs - Good to Good Plus in a Good 
(slightly grubby) blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

339. Corgi 211s Studebaker "Golden Hawk" - plated finish, white flashes, flat spun hubs, red interior - Good Plus in a Good 
to Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

340. Corgi 309 Aston Martin DB4 "Competition Model" - two-tone turquoise, white, lemon interior, spun hubs, with "Union 
Jack and chequered flag" decals to bonnet - overall condition is generally Good (does have small chips to all edges and side 
labels are reproduction) in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

341. Corgi 460 ERF Neville Cement Truck - yellow cab and chassis, silver tipper with "Tunnel Cement" decal, red plastic 
filler caps, spun hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent a nice bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent blue and yellow 
carded picture box (small graffiti marks to one end flap). 

 £60 - £70 

342. Corgi 437 Superior "Ambulance" - two-tone red, off white, brown interior, silver trim, spun hubs - this battery-operated 
issue is generally Good to Good Plus still a bright example in an Excellent blue and yellow carded picture box (original pencil 
price mark to one end flap) with correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet. 

 £50 - £60 
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343. Corgi 428 Renault 5 "Police" Car - white, black, red interior, blue roof light - Near Mint in a Good Plus orange, yellow 
and black window box and 3 x unboxed to include Ford Cortina "Police" Car - white, red interior, Whizzwheels; Range 
Rover - white, red, Whizzwheels - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent and Original Classics Daimler - orange, 
yellow, black seats (without figures) - Good Plus. (4) 

 £30 - £35 

344. Dinky 165 Ford Capri - metallic purple body, yellow interior, chrome trim, cast hubs - overall condition is Excellent Plus 
(small chip to rear side edge) in an Excellent carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

345. Dinky 190 Caravan - two-tone cream, blue, light beige ridged hubs - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Good 
Plus plain yellow and red carded box with blue colour spot. 

 £40 - £60 

346. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - off white, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Good Plus still a nice bright 
unboxed example. 

 £20 - £30 

347. Crescent Toys a pair of Racing Cars (1) Mercedes - silver, racing number 12 - although overall condition is generally 
Good Plus to Excellent does have some superdetailing and (2) Aston Martin DB3S - white, racing number 6 - Good Plus. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

348. Crescent Toys a group of 3 Racing Cars - to include Connaught - dark green, racing number 8; Ferrari - red, racing 
number 5 and BRM - mid-green, racing number 7 - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

349. Crescent Toys 1289 Gordini Racing Car - blue, racing number 14 - Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair to Good 
carded picture box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

350. Corgi unboxed Racing Car group to include Ferrari - red, cast hubs, racing number 36 (without figure driver); 
BRM - green, racing number 3, flat spun hubs and another but earlier issue with racing number 7, criss-cross cast 
hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

351. Corgi 154 Ferrari Grand Prix Formula 1 Racing Car - red, spun hubs, racing number 36, with figure driver - overall 
condition is generally Excellent including blue and yellow carded picture box and another later issue with cast hubs - Good Plus 
still a bright example in a correct Good blue and yellow window box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

352. Dinky 198 Rolls Royce Phantom V - two-tone light metallic green, pale cream, chrome trim and spun hubs with black 
treaded tyres - Excellent a nice bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

353. Dinky 198 Rolls Royce Phantom V - two-tone grey, red interior with figure, chrome trim and spun hubs with black 
treaded tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 
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354. Dinky 198 Rolls Royce Phantom V - two-tone grey, red interior with figure driver, chrome trim and spun hubs with black 
treaded tyres - overall condition is Excellent Plus (couple of small marks on bumpers) in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow 
and red presentation window box (has been re-cellophaned at some time). 

 £50 - £60 

355. Dinky 290 Double Decker "Dunlop" Bus - two-tone green, cream, mid-green ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver 
trim - Excellent (small mark to rear) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour 
spot and unboxed 198 Rolls Royce Phantom V - two-tone light metallic green, cream, chrome trim and spun hubs with black 
treaded tyres - Good Plus. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

356. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 186 Mercedes 220 SE - green body, chrome trim - Excellent in a Fair to Good (complete) carded 
picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

357. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 186 Mercedes 220 SE - green, chrome trim - Excellent in a Poor carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

358. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 186 Mercedes 220 SE - emerald green, chrome trim - overall condition is generally Excellent (has 
usual different colour shades in paint finish) in a Fair carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

359. Dinky (Nicky Toys) Mercedes 220 SE - silver, chrome trim - overall condition is generally Excellent (broken bonnet 
emblem) in a Fair carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

360. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 194 Bentley S Coupe - metallic red including interior, black tonneau, figure driver, chrome 
trim - Excellent Plus in a Fair to Good (complete) carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

361. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 194 Bentley S Coupe - metallic blue including interior, black tonneau, figure driver - overall 
condition is generally Excellent in a Fair carded picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

362. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 142 Jaguar Mark X Saloon - silver - Good Plus still a bright example in a Poor carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

363. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 295 Standard Atlas Mini Bus - silver - Good in a Poor carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

364. Dinky 935 Leyland Octopus Flat Truck with Chains - green cab and chassis, pale grey flashes and back, red plastic 
hubs with black treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have some small chips on flatbed edges) still a 
bright unboxed example. 

 £140 - £170 
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365. Dinky 39 Series Oldsmobile Saloon - blue body, silver trim, black ridged hubs and smooth tyres - Good still a nice 
bright example. 

 £30 - £35 

366. Corgi 464 Commer "Police" Van - dark blue, red interior, silver trim, spun hubs - this battery-operated issue is generally 
Good still displays well - see photo. 

 £20 - £25 

367. Britains 9679 German Army Dispatch Rider - overall condition is generally Near Mint in a Fair (complete) window box. 

 £20 - £30 

368. Britains Motorcycles a group to include 9671 Norton Racing; 9672 British Despatch Rider; 9682 US Army Dispatch 
Rider and 9696 BMW Civilian - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus, all come in reproduction boxes. 
(4) 

 £60 - £70 

369. "Like Dinky" a group of Motorbikes (Dinky Copy Models) includes Sidecar - blue, black rider; "RAC"; "Post Office 
Telephones" and "Royal Mail" - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

370. Odgi "Toys of Yesteryear" - (Dinky copies) 834 Ford Consul Mk II - metallic dark red and 856 Ford Prefect - drab green 
including hubs - conditions are Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

371. Odgi "Toys of Yesteryear" - (Dinky copies) 823 Jaguar XK150 Coupe - blue including ridged hubs and 907 Daimler 
Conquest - silver-blue including hubs - conditions are Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

372. Odgi "Toys of Yesteryear" - (Dinky copy) 812 Jowett Bradford "Hovis Bread" Delivery Van - yellow, silver, black 
hubs - Mint including box. 

 £20 - £30 

373. Dinky unboxed group to include 28 Series Covered Wagon "Pickfords"; 4-seater Sports Car - grey, black plus 
others - all have been (repainted/restored).  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

374. Marklin (Copy Models) a pair (1) Open Sports Car - red, cream and (2) 2-door Saloon - two-tone blue - conditions are 
generally Near Mint. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

375. Johillco Golden Arrow Record Car - finished in gold - Fair still a bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

376. Britains Bluebird Record Car - detachable chassis and engine are generally Good Plus with a (restored/repainted) 
body - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 
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377. Taylor & Barrett Fire Engine - finished in red including hubs, white replacement tyres - overall condition is generally 
Fair, comes in an Artisan Models reproduction lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

378. Taylor & Barrett Racing Car - finished in yellow, red wheels, brown figure driver - Fair still a bright example, comes in 
an Artisan Models reproduction lift off lid box. 

 £80 - £100 

379. Taylor & Barrett Coach - two-tone cream, green including hubs with white tyres - Fair still a bright example, comes in 
an Artisan Models reproduction lift off lid box. 

 £80 - £100 

380. Taylor & Barrett Trolleybus - finished in red, black, cream side flashes, "Champion's Malt Vinegar" adverts - overall 
condition is generally Good, comes with correct figure in an Artisan Models reproduction lift off lid box. 

 £100 - £120 

381. Corgi 258 "The Saint's" Volvo P1800 - white body, silver trim, chrome spun hubs, red interior with figure - Good Plus 
(does require attention in cleaning) in a generally Good blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £80 - £90 

382. Corgi 438 Land Rover (109wb) - dark green, cream plastic hood, lemon interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs, metal 
tow hook - Excellent (does have some small marks on roof) in an Excellent Plus blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

383. Corgi 247 Mercedes 600 Pullman - maroon body, off white interior, chrome trim - overall condition is generally Good 
Plus to Excellent (some slight loss of chrome to bumper edges) in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box (does have 
some small original pencil marks) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

384. Corgi Juniors 32 Lotus Europa - green, silver base, yellow interior and engine cover - Mint, comes in an Excellent Plus 
Pre-production (only a handful made) carded picture box - originally the property of Marcel Van Cleemput. 

 £100 - £120 

385. Corgi Juniors 45 Mercedes 280 SL - blue body, yellow interior - Near Mint in an Excellent Plus Pre-production carded 
box (only a handful made) - originally the property of Marcel Van Cleemput. 

 £100 - £120 

386. Corgi Juniors 65 Bertone Carabo - purple, lime base, red interior - Near Mint in an Excellent Pre-production (only a 
handful made) carded picture box - originally the property of Marcel Van Cleemput. 

 £100 - £120 

387. Corgi Juniors a group to include Ford Capri S - red; Jaguar XJS - red; Mini Metro - metallic blue plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent presentation boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

388. Corgi Juniors a group to include Renault 5 Turbo - yellow, black, red; Mini Metro - blue; Ford Escort - light metallic blue 
plus others - includes some duplication - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint presentation boxes. 
(8) 

 £50 - £60 
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389. Corgi Juniors group to include Jaguar XJS - red; Renault 5 Turbo - yellow, black, red; Triumph TR7 "British Airways" 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint presentation boxes (some 
duplication).  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

390. Corgi Junior Twin-packs a group to include 2503 Land Rover with Horse Box; 2504 Land Rover with AMC Pacer; 2542 
"Star Trek" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Good to Excellent blister cards (apart 
from 2542 which has crushed bubbles).  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

391. Corgi Juniors Twin-pack issues to include E2508 Field Gun Set; 2518 Mercedes with Caravan; plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent blister cards (some duplication).  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

392. Corgi Juniors a group of TV & Film Related issues to include 60 "James Bond" Lotus Esprit; 49 "Woody Woodpecker"; 
82 "Yogi Bear" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on Good to Excellent blister cards. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

393. Corgi Juniors a group of Gift Sets to include 3053 "Fire Station" Set which includes 3 x models plus Diorama 
Building - condition appears to be generally Mint in an Excellent box; E3015 "Off Road" including 8 pieces and another but later 
issue 3015 - condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good Plus window box. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

394. Corgi Juniors a group to include 59 Mercedes "Polizei"; 39 Jaguar Type E "Growlers Issue" plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Good to Excellent Plus blister cards. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

395. Corgi Juniors a group of later issues to include 14 x Twin-packs including Rover 3500; Triumph TR7 Sports Car; 3 x 
3-piece Bus Sets and 1 x 4-piece Set including Corvette plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on 
Good to Excellent Plus blister cards. (18) 

 £60 - £70 

396. Corgi Juniors a group of mainly later issues including 129 Ford Sierra Ghia; Ford Capri; Triumph TR7 plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on Good to Near Mint blister cards and bubble packs. (24) 

 £50 - £60 

397. Corgi Juniors a group to include 37 Porsche "Police" Car; 7 Dumper Truck; 10 Triumph TR7 plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on Good to Excellent Plus blister cards. (21) 

 £50 - £60 

398. Corgi Juniors a group to include 86 Fiat X19; 138 Rover 3500; 34 "Hertz" Van plus others - includes some 
duplication - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint on Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent Plus blister cards. (23) 

 £60 - £70 

399. Corgi GS48 "Jean Richard" Circus Gift Set including Land Rover, Mobile Booking Office, Human Cannon, 2 x Trailers 
plus various accessories, figures and carded Diorama - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (labels have been applied) in 
a generally Good (slightly grubby around edges) striped window box. 

 £60 - £70 
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400. Corgi "Jean Richard" Circus Vehicles a group to include 426 Mobile Booking Office; 1163 Human Cannon and GS30 
Land Rover with Trailer comes with Animals and Clown figures - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent striped window boxes - display well. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

401. "James Bond" - (Code 3) Universal Hobbies Lotus Esprit taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - finished in 
white, chrome wheels - condition is Near Mint, comes in a Code 3 carded picture box and display stand - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

402. Mira (Small Scale) 2156 "Spider-Man" - Spider Car - finished in blue, red and yellow plastics - overall condition is 
generally Near Mint in a Good rigid perspex case plus a quantity of Corgi Juniors TV & Film related to include "The Saint" 
Jaguar XJS; "Charlie's Angels" Custom Van; plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint; Dinky 14 
Catalogue - Good and ERTL Miniature Scale "The Joker" Van - see photo. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

Private Owner Collection 

403. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Mackintosh's Toffee" - red; (2) "Johnnie Walker" - grey; (3) 
"Kodak" - deep yellow and (4) same as (3) but bright yellow - conditions are generally Excellent Plus to Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

404. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "The Daily Telegraph" - dark blue; (2) "Dunlop"; (3) 
"Portakabin" - red and (4) "Arrow Chemicals" - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (apart from Arrow Chemicals which is 
only Good) all come in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

405. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Nord Mini Auto Club" - pink; (2) "Dinky Toys" - bright yellow; 
(3) "Hornby Dublo" - cream with blue panels and (4) same as (3) but orange with blue panels - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

406. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Hovis Bread" - yellow; (2) "Findlaters" - brown; (3) "British 
Airways" - white and (4) "Burmah" - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded 
boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

407. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Whitbread" - brown; (2) "LNER Express Parcels" - dark blue; 
(3) "Calberson" - deep yellow and (4) same as (3) but bright yellow - conditions are Good Plus to Near Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

408. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Southern Railway Parcel Traffic" - green; (2) "Beefy 
Oxo" - dark blue; (3) "Post Office Telephones" - yellow and (4) "Triang Railways" - yellow, red - conditions appear to be 
generally Excellent to Mint in Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 
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409. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Hornby Dublo" - off white body, blue panels; (2) "Dinky 
Toys" - deep yellow; (3) "Triang Railways" - yellow, red and (4) "Nord Mini Auto Club" - conditions are generally Excellent to 
Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

410. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) black body; (2) blue body; (3) white body and (4) brown 
body - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

411. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) cream; (2) red; (3) bright yellow and (4) lime green - conditions 
appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black boxes (some have small labels 
attached but easily removed).  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

412. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) silver; (2) yellow; (3) green and (4) pink - conditions appear to 
be generally Excellent Plus to Mint in Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached 
but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

413. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Wall's Ice Cream" - cream; (2) "Golden Shred" - red; (3) 
"Wimpey" - yellow (surface rusting to base); (4) "Rank Zerox" - white - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

414. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Toblerone" - silver; (2) "Olympus" - deep yellow; (3) 
"TWA" - red and (4) "Texaco" - conditions are generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black 
carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

415. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Mothers Pride Bread" - red; (2) "OCL" - white; (3) "Tate & 
Lyle" - dark blue and (4) "Bundespost" - conditions are generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red 
and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

416. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Wimpey" - bright yellow; (2) "Barton" - red; (3) "KLG Spark 
Plugs" - red and (4) "Sanyo" - lime, blue side panels - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Near Mint 
to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

417. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotion Bedford Vans (1) "BOC" - red; (2) "Youngs" - grey; (3) "Hertz" - bright yellow and 
(4) "PTT" - yellow - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black 
carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

418. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "John Gay" - black; (2) "Hornby Dublo" - silver, blue side 
panels; (3) "Triang Railways" - pink, red side panels and (4) same as (3) but yellow, blue side panels - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Mint (some have slight rusting to bases) in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some 
have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 
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419. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Godfrey Davis" - dark blue; (2) "Silver Jubilee 
1952-1977" - silver; (3) "Kenning" - dark blue (some surface rusting to base) and (4) "London Transport" - drab 
green - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have 
small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

420. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Fyffes Bananas" - yellow; (2) "Ovaltine" - drab orange; (3) 
"National" - white and (4) "East Kent" - red - conditions appear to be generally Excellent Plus to Mint (some have slight surface 
marks to bases) in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily 
removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

421. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Rank Xerox" - white; (2) "KLG Spark Plugs" - red; (3) 
"Unigate" - white and (4) "Underground" - red - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some have slight surface 
corrosion to baseplates) in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached 
but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

422. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Aral" - white; (2) "Heinz 57 Varieties" - deep yellow; (3) 
"Esso" - red and (4) "Pool Petrol" - grey - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have very small chips 
on wheel arches and slight surface corrosion to bases) in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some 
have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

423. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Raleigh Cycles" - drab green; (2) "Rediffusion" - yellow; (3) 
"United States Lines" - dark blue and (4) "Hertz" - yellow - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Near 
Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). 

 £60 - £70 

424. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "NFS" - drab green; (2) "Air Wingat" - white, red; (3) 
"Olympus" - yellow (surface rusting to base) and (4) "The Daily Telegraph" - black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent 
Plus to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily 
removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

425. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Hornby Dublo" - grey, blue side panels; (2) "Triang 
Railways" - yellow, red side panels; (3) "Collectors Gazette" - cream and (4) same as (3) but white body (does have surface 
corrosion to baseplate) - otherwise conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red 
and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

426. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Tiatsa Model Car Museum" - yellow; (2) silver; (3) white and 
(4) deep yellow - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black 
carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

427. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Hapag/Lloyd" - deep yellow; (2) "Lyons Tea" - dark blue; (3) 
"Hine" - brown and (4) "Los Angeles County Fire Dept Rescue Squad" - red - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
(some have slight surface corrosion marks to baseplates) in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes 
(some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 
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428. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Oxo" - red; (2) "Air Canada" - white; (3) "Rinso" - red and (4) 
"Stephons" - grey - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes 
(some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

429. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "British Telecom" - yellow; (2) "Police" - blue; (3) "London 
Transport" - red and (4) "Coop" - white - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (some have surface rusting to baseplates) in 
generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

430. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Smiths Potato Crisps" - dark blue; (2) "Military 
Ambulance" - drab green; (3) "Greater Manchester Transport" - two-tone orange, white and (4) "Maidstone & District" - drab 
green - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have 
small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

431. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Hymo" - red; (2) "Olympus" - pink; (3) "Have a 
Capstan" - yellow and (4) "Osram Electric Lamps" - grey - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Near Mint in 
generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

432. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Firestone" - cream; (2) "Fyffes Bananas" - deep yellow; (3) 
"Cadbury's Chocolates" - brown and (4) "Brooke Bond Tea" - red - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint (one has very 
slight corrosion marks to baseplate) in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels 
attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

433. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Wimpey" - dark orange; (2) "Pickfords" - dark blue; (3) same 
as (2) but brown and (4) "DFDS Seaways" - bright yellow - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Near Mint to 
Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

434. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Japan Air Lines" - white; (2) "Red & White" - finished in white, 
red side panels; (3) "Birdseye" - white and (4) "Shell" - yellow - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (some have surface 
corrosion to baseplates) in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have labels attached but 
easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

435. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Air France" - white, blue side panels; (2) "Nestle" - red and (3) 
same as (2) but with gold lettering - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (some have slight surface corrosion to 
baseplates) in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily 
removed). (3) 

 £50 - £60 

436. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Parlophone" - drab green; (2) "Opel" - grey; (3) "Shell" - white 
and (4) same as (3) but smaller decal version - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good bubble packs 
(some have small labels attached). (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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437. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Carter" - white; (2) "Modellers World" - white; (3) 
"Shell" - white and (4) Standard Issue "AA Service" - yellow - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint (some 
have slight surface corrosion to baseplates) in Poor to Good Plus bubble packs. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

438. Dinky 410 Bedford "Belaco" Van - metallic bronze body, black roof, chrome Speedwheels - overall condition is 
generally Good (small chips on most edges) in a Good (slightly grubby) bubble pack - still a bright example of a harder to find 
issue. 

 £30 - £40 

439. Dinky 410 Bedford Van a group of Promotional Issues to include (1) "John Menzies" - blue; (2) "100 Simpsons" - red, 
black; (3) "MJ Hire Service" - white; (4) "Post" - yellow and (5) "Royal Mail" - red - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to 
Mint (some have slight surface corrosion to baseplates) in Fair to Good bubble packs. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

440. Dinky 410 Bedford Promotional Vans a group to include (1) "John Menzies" - blue; (2) same as (1); (3) "Royal 
Mail" - red; (4) "100 Simpsons" - red, black and (5) 412 "AA Service" - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (some have 
slight surface corrosion to baseplates) in Fair to Excellent bubble packs. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

441. Dinky 254 Range Rover "Police"; 282 Land Rover Fire Appliance; 442 Land Rover Breakdown Crane "Motorway 
Rescue" and 963 Road Grader - orange, yellow - conditions appear to be generally Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Fair 
(discoloured) bubble packs. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

442. Dinky 149 Citroen Dyane; 227 Beach Buggy; 284 London "Taxi"; 2 x 289 Routemaster Bus "Esso" and 295 Leyland 
Atlantean "Yellow Pages" Bus - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in Fair (discoloured) to Good Plus bubble 
packs. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

443. Dinky 945 Promotional AEC Fuel Tanker "Lucas Oil" - green, black, grey plastic gantry and filler caps - overall condition 
is generally Near Mint a lovely bright example in a Fair (discoloured) bubble pack (missing promotional card) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

444. Dinky Military Related group to include 622 Bren Gun Carrier; 625 Anti-Tank Gun; 678 Air Sea Rescue Launch; 680 
Ferret Armoured Car; 681 DUKW Amphibian; 724 Sea King Helicopter and 692 Leopard Tank - conditions appear to be 
generally Excellent to Mint in Fair (discoloured and cracked) to Good Plus bubble packs. (7) 

 £90 - £110 

445. Dinky 299 "Crash Squad" Gift Set to include Plymouth "Police" Car and Bell "Police" Helicopter - conditions appear to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint, inner polystyrene tray is generally Excellent Plus (usual small yellow discolouration marks) in a 
Good Plus window box and 304 "Fire Rescue" Gift Set to include "Fire Chief's" Range Rover; Fire Rescue Truck and Land 
Rover Fire Appliance - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, inner polystyrene tray is Near Mint, outer window 
box is generally Excellent (both have some labels attached but easily removed). (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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446. Dinky 399 "Convoy Series" Gift Set to include Skip Truck; Farm Truck and Dumper Truck (rare variation with yellow 
cab and chassis, grey tipper) - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene tray is Excellent, outer window box is 
Good Plus and 303 "Commando Squad" Gift Set to include Convoy Truck; Armoured Car and Helicopter complete with 
net - overall conditions are generally Mint, polystyrene tray is Excellent Plus, outer window box is generally Excellent (both have 
some small labels attached but easily removed). (2) 

 £60 - £70 

447. Dinky 120 Happy Cab; 123 Princess Saloon; 128 Mercedes 600 Pullman; 180 Rover 3500; 612 Commando Jeep and 
Volvo Estate Car (180 box with gold over-labels) - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent 
Plus window boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (6) 

 £70 - £80 

448. Dinky Convoy Series 381 Farm Truck; 382 Dumper Truck; 383 "National Carriers" Truck and 384 Fire Rescue 
Truck - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus window boxes (some have small labels attached but 
easily removed). (4) 

 £40 - £50 

449. Dinky 201 Plymouth Stock Car; 225 Lotus F1 Racing Car; 226 Ferrari 312 Racing Car; 612 Commando Jeep and 
Volvo Estate Car (180 box with gold over-labels) - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
window boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (5) 

 £60 - £70 

450. Dinky 244 Plymouth "Police" Car; 255 Mini Clubman "Police"; 264 Rover 3500 "Police"; 277 Land Rover "Police" and 
417 Ford Transit "Motorway Services" - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus window boxes 
(some have small labels attached but easily removed). (5) 

 £70 - £80 

451. Dinky 123 Princess Saloon; 180 Rover 3500; 223 McLaren Racing Car; 284 London "Taxi" and Volvo Estate Car (180 
box with gold over-labels) - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent Plus window boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

452. Dinky 266 ERF Fire Tender - red including plastic hubs, white ladders; 449 Ford Johnston Road Sweeper - lime green, 
black and 940 Mercedes Covered Wagon - white, red plastic hubs, grey plastic canopy - conditions appear to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent window boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (3) 

 £60 - £70 

453. Dinky group of later issues 501 Fiat Strada - blue, yellow; 502 BMW 530 - purple; 504 Citroen Visa - metallic red; 
another same as previous and 505 Peugeot 504 - metallic blue - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus window boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (5) 

 £50 - £60 

454. Dinky group of later issues to include 501 Fiat Strada - gold; another - blue; 3 x 505 Peugeot 504 (1) metallic lime; (2) 
metallic blue and (3) dark metallic blue - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint window boxes (some have 
small labels attached but easily removed). (5) 

 £50 - £60 

455. Dinky group of later issues to include 3 x 502 BMW 530 (1) purple; (2) light metallic green; (3) dark metallic green and 
2 x 503 Alfetta GTV (1) red; (2) yellow - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus 
window boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (5) 

 £50 - £60 
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456. Dinky group of later issues - 4 x Citroen 2CV (1) green, grey closed roof; (2) same as (1) but open roof; (3) same as (1) 
but orange, light tan hood and (4) same as (2) but orange - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to 
Near Mint window boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £40 - £50 

457. Dinky 112 "The New Avengers" Triumph TR7 "Purdey's" Car - yellow, black interior and base, Speedwheels - Near 
Mint in a generally Excellent window box. 

 £30 - £40 

458. Dinky 351 "UFO" Shado Interceptor - green, orange plastics, with yellow and black Missile - overall condition is 
generally Excellent Plus (very light surface corrosion to some bare metal parts), polystyrene tray is Near Mint in a Good Plus 
window box (does have a label attached but easily removed) - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

459. Dinky "Star Trek" pair (1) 357 "Klingon Battle Cruiser" - blue, white, with Missiles - Near Mint in a Good (slightly 
crushed) window box and (2) 358 "USS Enterprise" - white, orange with Pod - Good in a Fair carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

460. Dinky 364 "NASA" Space Shuttle - finished in white, red with detachable thrusters - overall condition is generally Near 
Mint to Mint, inner carded tray with plastic bubble is Good (does have yellow discolouration) in a Fair window box (has been 
re-cellophaned at some time) and Missile Firing War Chariot - metallic blue, white including figures, red engine thrusters and 
Missile - Mint on a Good Plus (factory sealed) blister card. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

461. Dinky (Hong Kong) 57/001 Buick Riviera - pale blue, off white roof, red interior, silver trim, cast spun hubs - Near Mint 
(couple of very minor marks) still a beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded box with detail picture (small label 
attached but easily removed). 

 £80 - £100 

462. Dinky (Hong Kong) 57/003 Chevrolet Impala - yellow including roof, red interior, silver trim, cast spun hubs - Excellent 
still a lovely bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded box with detail picture. 

 £70 - £80 

463. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 239 Vanwall Racing Car - red body, silver trim, black solid wheels and racing number 35, blue 
figure driver (harder to find early version with Dinky Toys base) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) carded box with detail 
picture (does have small label attached but easily removed). 

 £80 - £100 

464. Dinky 514 Guy "Slumberland" Van - red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - overall condition is generally 
Good Plus still a lovely bright example that displays well in a Good Plus blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £120 - £140 

465. Dinky 925 Leyland Dump Truck with Tilt Cab - off white cab and chassis, orange tipper, blue roof and plastic 
hubs - Fair still displays well in a Fair yellow and red lift off lid box with detail picture. 

 £40 - £50 
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466. Dinky 404 Conveyancer Forklift Truck - yellow including plastic hubs and mast, black forks - overall condition is 
generally Excellent Plus, comes with correct instruction sheet, detachable handle and white pallet in a generally Good Plus 
carded box and 924 Aveling Barford Centaur Dump Truck - red, yellow, silver chassis, cast hubs - Excellent (does have some 
small chips to top edges) in a Good (slightly grubby around edges) carded picture box with inner packing piece - both have 
some small labels attached but easily removed. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

467. French Dinky 502 Garage - finished in pale greyish-blue, grey with accessories and correct folded instruction 
leaflet - overall condition is generally Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with inner packing 
piece. 

 £50 - £70 

468. French Dinky 502 Garage - finished in pale greyish-blue, grey with accessories and correct folded instruction 
leaflet - overall condition is generally Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with inner packing 
piece. 

 £50 - £70 

469. Dinky a group of late issues to include 103 Chevette Hatchback; 101 Corvette; 106 Datsun 280Z plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Good to Near Mint orange and yellow blister cards (some bubbles have slight 
crushing). (8) 

 £60 - £80 

470. Dinky a group of later issues to include 117 Corvette; 115 Camaro; 113 Pick-up plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint on Good (some slight discolouration bubbles) to Excellent blister cards. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

471. Dinky group of later issues to include 126 Suzuki Motorcycle; 129 T Bird Convertible; 122 Sun Van plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Good (some slightly faded) to Excellent Plus blister 
cards. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

472. Dinky 120 Pre-production "Happy Cab" - finished in white body, blue hood and back, yellow chassis, wide custom 
wheels fitted - (this model came direct from the Binns Road office to the vendor) - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

473. Dinky 219 Jaguar XJ 5.3C "Big Cat" - white body, red, white and black labels, chrome wheels - this late production 
issue is generally Excellent Plus a nice bright example - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

474. Dinky Military unboxed group to include Volkswagen KDF with Gun; Mighty Antar Low Loader with Centurion Tank 
load; Tank Destroyer plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples - also contains some loose 
plastic figures. (qty) 

 £70 - £80 

475. Dinky unboxed group to include 290 Double Decker Bus; TV Roving Eye "BBC"; Blaw Knox Bulldozer plus 
others - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

476. Dinky Aircraft group to include Avro York Airliner; Lockheed Shooting Star plus others.  Conditions are generally Poor 
to Good. (4) 

 £30 - £50 
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477. Dinky group of later issues to include "NASA" Space Shuttle x 3 (one with booster); "Star Trek" USS Enterprise; Yale 
Tractor plus others - conditions are generally Good to Near Mint (some have slight discolouration to plastics). (8) 

 £50 - £60 

478. Corgi 337 Customized Chevrolet Corvette Stingray - yellow, red interior, chrome trim - Fair to Good including blue and 
yellow carded picture box and 481 Chevrolet Impala "Police Patrol" Car - two-tone white, black, lemon interior, red roof light, 
grey plastic aerial, cast hubs - Fair in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box (does have small label attached but 
easily removed) with inner packing piece and collectors club folded leaflet. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

479. Corgi 272 "James Bond" Citroen 2CV taken from the film "For Your Eyes Only" - deep yellow, red interior - Excellent 
Plus in a Good film strip carded box and 259 "Batman" Penguinmobile - white, gold dish wheels - Near Mint in a Good to Good 
Plus striped window box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

480. Corgi (Corgi Kits) 601 Batley "Leofric" Garage - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint with instruction 
leaflet in a generally Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box (small label attached but can be easily removed) and 606 
Lamp Standards - contents appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint with instruction leaflet in a Fair blue and yellow 
carded picture box (neither are checked for correctness). (2) 

 £50 - £60 

481. Corgi (Corgi Kits) 605 Silverstone Time Keepers Box - contents appear to be generally Excellent to Mint with 
instruction leaflet in a Good blue and yellow carded picture box (does have mark on one side where label has been removed) 
and another 609 Shell Filling Station Forecourt Accessories - contents appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint with 
instruction leaflet in a generally Good Plus blue and yellow lift off lid box - both have labels attached but easily removed (neither 
are checked for correctness). (2) 

 £60 - £70 

482. Corgi "Golden Jacks" - Take-Off Wheels a group of accessory packs to include 1352; 1353; 2 x 1354 and 1342 (pack 
only contains 5) - otherwise conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus yellow blister cards. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

483. Corgi (Corgi Cubs) a group to include (1) 503 2-seater Sports Car; (2) 505 "Fire Chief" Car; (3) 510 "Fire" Truck; (4) 
511 "Ambulance" and (5) 512 "Milk" Delivery Truck - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus 
to Excellent Plus harder to find carded picture boxes (some have small labels attached to end flaps but easily removed). (5) 

 £70 - £80 

484. Corgi group to include GS11 Gift Set to include London Routemaster Bus and "Taxi"; 279 Triumph Acclaim; C1382 
Ford Mustang Little and Large Set; 1397 Little and Large Special Value Set which includes BMW and Mercedes; 405 Ford 
Transit Milk Delivery Truck and 1121 "Corgimatics" Tipper - conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent Plus window boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

485. Corgi C14 "AA" 2-piece Gift Set - this harder to find later issue contains Ford Escort Van finished in yellow and 
Caravan finished in white, yellow - condition appears to be generally Mint in an Excellent blue and yellow window box - see 
photo. 

 £40 - £50 

486. Corgi Juniors 3105 "Transporter" Gift Set to include 4 x Cars and Car Transporter - conditions are generally Near Mint 
to Mint, plastic tray is Excellent, outer window box is Good still a bright example. 

 £40 - £50 
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487. Corgi Juniors a group of Gift Sets to include 3109 "The Best of British", another but with some different vehicles and 
"Hamleys" Airport set - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes (some have 
small labels attached but easily removed). (3) 

 £60 - £70 

488. Corgi Juniors "Mothercare" Exclusive Sets (1) Transport 4 x Panel Vans - Mint in an Excellent box and (2) another but 
4 x Cars and Garage - includes Ford Capri, Rover, Triumph TR7 and Hertz Van - conditions appear to be generally Mint 
including Garage in an Excellent box (rare and hard to find set) - both have small labels attached but easily removed. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

489. Corgi Juniors a pair of "Mothercare" Exclusive Sets (1) Bumper containing 12 pieces and (2) Transport Set including 4 
x Panel Vans - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes - some small scuffs on 
edges - (both have some small labels attached but easily removed). (2) 

 £50 - £60 

490. Corgi Juniors a group of Gift Sets to include 3107 5-piece Sports Cars; 56501 5-piece Truck Set; E2906 5-piece set; 
"Royal Mail" Delivery 4-piece set and 6 x "Special Motor Show 82 Edition" Jaguar XJS a group of 6 all contained in green 
plastic tray - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent packaging. (5) 

 £70 - £80 

491. Corgi Rockets D905 "The Saint" Volvo P1800 - white body, red interior, black wheels - condition appears to be 
generally Excellent Plus on a Good Plus (factory sealed) blister card. 

 £70 - £80 

492. Corgi Rockets D903 Mercedes 280 SL - metallic blue, off white interior - Near Mint on a Good Plus (factory sealed) 
blister card. 

 £40 - £50 

493. Corgi Juniors a group of TV and Film Related to include 115 "James Bond" Citroen 2CV; 128 "Fred Flintstone"; 149 
"Star Trek" - Klingon Battle Cruiser plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent blister cards and carded boxes (some bubbles have slight crushing). (7) 

 £60 - £70 

494. Corgi Juniors a group to include 147 "Roadline" Delivery Van; "British Telecom" Delivery Van; Fire Engine plus 
others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Good (very slight crushing to some bubbles) to Excellent blister 
cards - includes some export issues. (11) 

 £60 - £70 

495. Corgi Juniors a group to include J37 "British Gas" Van; J54 Renault Traffic Van; Ford Transit Open Back Truck plus 
many others - mainly all later issues - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint bubble 
packs, blister cards and carded boxes - see photo. (24) 

 £50 - £60 

496. Corgi Juniors a group to include Ford Sierra - silver-grey; Ford Escort - light metallic blue; Triumph TR7 Sports Car 
"British Airways"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint carded 
presentation boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £70 
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497. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Army" - drab green; (2) "Cadbury's Chocolates" - dark blue; 
(3) "British Telecom" - deep yellow and (4) "Bundespost" - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Near Mint to 
Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

498. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Southdown" - drab green; (2) "Portakabin" - red; (3) "Hovis 
Bread" - deep yellow and (4) "Mobil" - white - conditions are generally Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint 
yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

499. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Cheverton Workboats" - white; (2) "Post Office 
Telephones" - drab green; (3) "Rediffusion" - deep yellow and (4) "GWR Parcel Traffic" - brown - conditions are generally 
Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

500. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) grey body; (2) red body; (3) "Whitbread" - dark brown and (4) 
"Schweppes" - white - conditions are generally Excellent Plus to Mint (apart from one which has slight surface corrosion marks) 
in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red and black carded boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

501. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Premier Travel" - two-tone cream body with blue side panels; 
(2) "PTT" - bright yellow; (3) "Evening News" - deep yellow and (4) "Express Dairies" - white, blue side panels - conditions are 
generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have surface corrosion marks to baseplates) in generally Near Mint to Mint yellow, red 
and black carded boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £60 - £70 

502. Dinky (Code 2) John Gay Promotional Bedford Vans (1) "Dunlop" - bright yellow; (2) "Kenning" - white; (3) 
"Caldedonian Autologistics" - red; (4) "Royal Mail" - red and (5) "AA Service" - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to 
Mint (some have slight surface corrosion to baseplates) in generally Good to Mint window and carded boxes (some have labels 
attached but easily removed) - please note only a few are Code 2 John Gay Promotional issues. (5) 

 £70 - £80 

503. Dinky Pre-production Bedford "Royal Mail" Delivery Van - red plastic body, tinplate base, white interior, black 
Speedwheels - comes in a generally Excellent standard issue window box (does have small label attached but easily 
removed) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

504. Dinky "Convoy Series" group to include 380 Skip Truck; 2 x 381 Farm Truck; 382 Dumper Truck and 383 "National 
Carriers" Truck - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint window boxes (some have 
small labels attached but easily removed). (5) 

 £50 - £60 

505. Dinky group of later issues - 502 BMW 530 - purple; 503 Alfetta - yellow; another but red and 504 Citroen 
Visa - metallic green - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus window boxes (some have small 
labels attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £40 - £50 

506. Dinky group of later issues - 501 Fiat Strada - blue; 504 Citroen Visa x 2 - metallic red and 505 Peugeot 504 - metallic 
blue - conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus window boxes (some have small labels 
attached but easily removed). (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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507. Dinky group to include 111 "Cinderella's" Coach; 115 "Taxi"; 122 Volvo Estate Car; 207 Triumph TR7 Rally Car; 300 
"London Scene" Gift Set plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent Plus 
window and carded boxes - (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (8) 

 £80 - £110 

508. Dinky 2162 Ford Capri (1/25th scale) - metallic blue, black hood, pale blue interior, chrome trim - Near Mint, carded 
base is Good, bubble is Fair (discoloured). 

 £50 - £60 

509. Dinky 192 Range Rover - metallic bronze; 217 Alfa Romeo Scarabeo - fluorescent body; 289 London Transport 
Routemaster Bus "Esso" - red and 291 Leyland Atlantean City Bus "Kenning" - orange, white - conditions are generally Near 
Mint to Mint (apart from Alfa Romeo which is only Fair to Good in generally Fair to Excellent bubble packs and carded box). (4) 

 £50 - £60 

510. Dinky Military Related group to include 281 Hovercraft; 604 Land Rover Bomb Disposal Unit; 612 Commando Jeep; 
673 Submarine Chaser; 680 Ferret Armoured Car and 682 Stalwart - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in Fair 
(heavily discoloured and cracked) to Good Plus bubble packs and window boxes. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

511. Dinky 267 "Emergency" Paramedic Truck - finished in red, cast hubs - Near Mint including inner pictorial stand and 2 x 
figures, comes in a Good Plus window box (does have a small label attached but easily removed) and 2 x "Dinky 
Builder" - Blazing Inferno - both appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent polythene bags with carded headers (have 
small labels attached but easily removed). (3) 

 £50 - £60 

512. Dinky 677 Task Force Set to include Ferret Armoured Car; Stalwart and DUKW - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in a Good Plus bubble pack - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

513. Dinky "Dinky Kit" a group to include 1014 Beach Buggy; 1023 Single Decker Bus and 2 x 1034 Mobile Gun 
155mm - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair to Good presentation packs. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

514. Dinky 360 "Space 1999" - Eagle Freighter - finished in white, red including rear and side thrusters - overall condition is 
generally Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus bubble pack (does have a label attached to lid) - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

515. Dinky group of later issues to include 103 Chevette Hatchback; 108 Alfa Romeo; 130 Chevy Convertible plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on Good (factory sealed) to Near Mint orange, blue and yellow 
blister cards. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

516. Dinky 798 Express Passenger Train Set "British Railways" containing green and black Locomotive with 2 x cream, 
maroon, black and silver Carriages - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on edges) still a 
nice bright example in a generally Good yellow lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 
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517. French Dinky 596 Arroseuse Balayeuse LMV - finished in cream including concave hubs with black tyres, 
green - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges) still a bright example 
in a Good (slightly grubby) plain yellow and red carded box. 

 £50 - £60 

518. French Dinky 502 Garage - finished in grey with accessories in bag and correct instruction leaflet - overall condition is 
generally Excellent Plus in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded box with inner packing piece. 

 £50 - £70 

519. French Dinky 502 Garage - finished in grey with accessories in bag and correct instruction leaflet - overall condition is 
generally Excellent Plus in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded box with inner packing piece. 

 £50 - £70 

520. Morestone Articulated "Liquid In Bulk" Tanker - orange, pale cream - overall condition is generally Good Plus to 
Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges) in a Good Plus carded box (does have a label attached to one side). 

 £40 - £50 

521. Britains 1400 Bluebird Land Record Car - finished in blue body with detachable silver chassis - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (body has been repainted/restored) in a Good blue lift off lid box with paper label - still a bright example of 
an early pre-war issue - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

522. Crescent Toys 2154 Saladin Armoured Patrol Set to include Saladin Tank, Ammunition Trailer and Field Gun - all are 
finished in green - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus (do require slight attention in cleaning) in a Good blue 
box with orange and white striped lift off lid - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

523. Budgie Toys a group to include 100 Hansom Cab; 101 London "Taxi"; 102 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud; 224 "British 
Railways" Locomotive; 4 x 236 London Transport Routemaster Bus (some duplication) - conditions are generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus yellow and black boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (8) 

 £70 - £90 

524. Triang Spot-On "Tommy Spot" Figures a group to include "Mr Spot", "Burglar", "Pilot" plus others - includes 
duplication - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint. (39) 

 £60 - £80 

525. Triang Spot-On "Tommy Spot" Figures group to include "Policeman", "Mechanic", "Mr Spot" plus others (much 
duplication) - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint. (31) 

 £50 - £70 

526. Triang Spot-On "Tommy Spot" Figures to include "Mr Spot", "Fireman", "Policeman", "Burglar" plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint (much duplication). (37) 

 £60 - £80 

527. Triang Spot-On "Tommy Spot" Figures to include "Tommy Spot", "Pilot", "Fireman", "Policeman" plus others - much 
duplication - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint. (48) 

 £70 - £90 
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528. Triang Spot-On "Tommy Spot" Figures to include "Pilot", "Tommy Spot", "Mr Spot", "Burglar" plus others - includes 
much duplication - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint. (33) 

 £50 - £70 

529. Siku group to include 3115 Volvo Truck and Trailer "Hollis Transport" - grey; 2860 - white Old-Timer Beverage Delivery 
Truck "Coca-Cola" and 2521 white Old-Timer Open Back Truck "Hungerford" - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

530. Lonestar a group to include "The Royal State Coach"; "Impy" 59 Water Pipe Truck; Impy Major 186 Breakdown Set; 
"RNLI" Rescue Set and 148 Sand Truck - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
window boxes and blister card. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

531. Corgi GS3 "Batman" 2-piece set to include Batmobile - finished in black, with Missiles attached to sprue and Batboat 
on Trailer - finished in red, black, gold Trailer - conditions are generally Near Mint a beautiful example, inner polystyrene tray is 
Near Mint, outer striped window box is Excellent - see photo. 

 £200 - £240 

532. Corgi Juniors group to include Citroen 2CV; Ford Capri; Ford Sierra; plus others - includes some 
duplication - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (34) 

 £50 - £60 

533. Russian made group to include Moskvitch; Lada Estate; Ford Mustang Bertone; Kamaz Truck - conditions appear to be 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus window boxes and rigid perspex case (some 
have small labels attached but easily removed). (5) 

 £80 - £100 

534. Lion Car DAF Articulated Truck and Trailer "Benair Freight Ltd" - blue, white - Excellent in a Fair carded box; Conrad 
"Raule" Mercedes Van; Solido group to include 356 Volvo Dumper; 2 x Renault 4 Van plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus packaging. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

535. (Japan) tinplate a pair of more recent issues to include wind up Puzzle Cat; Vintage Car - both are generally Near Mint 
to Mint in Excellent boxes and Hong Kong plastic made Harbour Set - which appears to be generally Excellent to Mint (not 
checked for correctness) in a Good colourful lift off lid box with instruction leaflet. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

536. Ralstoy Fruehauf Semi-Trailer Set includes 4 x Units plus 6 x Trailers - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
in a generally Good (some sellotape repair to edges) lift off lid presentation box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

537. Dinky British made unboxed group to include Benbros Stephensons Rocket; Kemlow Mighty Antar with Centurion Tank 
load; Budgie Toys Leyland Hippo Cattle Truck plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent - see photo. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

538. Charbens Truck with Low Loader Trailer - finished in green, yellow Trailer with 2 x Cable loads (1 spare) - overall 
condition is generally Good Plus a lovely bright unboxed example - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 
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539. Lego plastic unboxed group to include Mercedes Wreck Truck; Opel Rekord; plus others including (Norway made) 
Open Sports Car - blue - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

540. Beeju (England) a group of unboxed plastic issues to include Coal Truck; Tanker; Coach; Fire Engine (missing ladder) 
plus others - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

541. Dinky Military unboxed group to include Centurion Tank; Austin Water Truck; Foden Wagon plus others - conditions 
are generally Poor to Fair - see photo. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

542. Dinky Military unboxed later issue group to include Mobile Gun; Scorpion Tank; Striker and 2 x 155mm 
Gun - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

543. Dinky Bedford TK a pair - yellow cab and plastic sides, black chassis and roof, silver back, red interior and plastic 
hubs - Good Plus still a bright example and another Promotional issue - white body, dark blue plastic sides, mid-blue plastic 
hubs, red interior - Good (does have small marks on protruding edges. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

544. Dinky unboxed later issue group to include Ford D800 Tipper Truck with Snow Plough; "Joe 90" - Sam's Car - metallic 
red; Ford Mustang Fastback; plus others - conditions are Fair to Excellent. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

545. Dinky unboxed group to include Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter with detachable Loading Ramp; Goods Yard Crane; 
Bedford Articulated Lorry; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Poor to Fair. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

546. Dinky unboxed group to include 25 Series Open Back Wagon; Streamlined Fire Engine; "Petrol" Tanker; "Ambulance" 
plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

547. Dinky Aircraft unboxed group to include Viking - silver, red propellers, "G-A GOL" lettering; PB Lightning - silver; 
Gloster Javelin - camouflage grey/green plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent some bright examples - see 
photo. (12) 

 £70 - £90 

548. Dinky unboxed Racing Car group to include Cooper Bristol - green, white figure driver and racing number 6, red plastic 
hubs with grey treaded tyres; Alfa Romeo - red including ridged hubs; Ferrari - blue, yellow nose and ridged hubs and 
HWM - mid-green ridged hubs - conditions appear to be generally Good to Good Plus still nice bright examples that display 
well. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

549. Dinky unboxed Racing Car group to include Mercedes Racer; Triumph TR2; Connaught plus others - conditions are 
generally Poor to Good. (6) 

 £50 - £60 
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550. Dinky unboxed group to include Chrysler Airflow - cream body, black ridged hubs; Austin "Taxi" - two-tone green, black 
(closed window), plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

551. Dinky unboxed group to include Buick; Hudson Sedan; Standard Vanguard; Riley plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Fair to Good. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

552. Dinky unboxed group to include Porsche 356A; AC Aceca; Humber Hawk - two-tone; Packard Clipper - two-tone plus 
others - conditions are generally Fair to Good still nice bright examples. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

553. Dinky unboxed group to include Morris 1100; Volkswagen Saloon; Singer Gazelle - two-tone; Rolls Royce Phantom 
V - two-tone - conditions are generally Good to Excellent nice bright examples. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

554. Dinky (Hong Kong Mini Dinky) 18 Mercedes 230 SL - white, black hood, red interior - Good Plus in an Excellent plastic 
Garage display; 13978 Dozen Tyres - contents appear to be generally Excellent (not checked for correctness) in a Fair yellow 
box with paper label; unboxed "Police" Telephone Box; Public Telephone Box; Petrol Pump and Garden Roller - conditions are 
generally Fair (including repaint) to Good Plus. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

555. Corgi unboxed Articulated Truck and Trailer group to include Mack "Esso" Tanker; Mack "ACL" Container Truck; Mack 
Military Tank Transporter with Centurion Tank load and Ford "Gulf" Tanker - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent 
Plus (some small labels applied but easily removed). (4) 

 £70 - £80 

556. Corgi unboxed group to include Tiger Tank; Bedford Type S Carrimore Machinery Carrier; Commer "Film Service"; 
Commer "Ambulance"- comes with 3 x detachable backs, plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Good. (9) 

 £60 - £70 

557. Corgi unboxed group to include "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - silver, red interior and tyre slashers; "Daktari" Land 
Rover; Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - blue; Jaguar XJ12C plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Excellent. (9) 

 £60 - £70 

558. Corgi unboxed group to include MGA Sports Car - red, cream seats; Austin Cambridge - two-tone silver, green; 
Standard Vanguard "RAF" Staff Car; Jaguar Mark X Saloon - light metallic cerise, lemon interior, spun hubs; Austin 
A40 - two-tone blue; Proteus Campbell Bluebird Record Car - blue, chrome hubs; Lotus Climax Racing Car - orange, 
white - conditions are Fair to Good Plus. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

559. Corgi unboxed group to include Ford Mustang Fastback - green; Ford Thunderbird Hard-top - two-tone green, cream; 
Chevrolet Impala - deep peach; Volkswagen 1500 Karmann Ghia - orange, yellow interior, plus others - conditions are generally 
Fair to Good Plus. (8) 

 £70 - £80 

560. Schuco Studio 1050 Mercedes Grand Prix 1936 Racer - finished in silver, racing number 1, this re-issue is Mint with 
accessories in a generally Excellent carded box (couple of small scuffs around edges) - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 
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561. Schuco Studio 1050 Mercedes Grand Prix 1936 Racer - silver, racing number 7 - this re-issue is generally Near Mint in 
an Excellent carded box (couple of small scuffs around edges). 

 £30 - £40 

562. Schuco Studio 1050 Mercedes Grand Prix Racer - blue body with accessories - this re-issue is generally Near Mint in 
an Excellent carded box (couple of small scuffs to edges). 

 £30 - £40 

563. Schuco Examico 4001 - off white (pale cream) body - Mint including accessories in a Near Mint carded box and outer 
carded sleeve - re-issue. 

 £30 - £40 

564. Schuco Grand Prix Racer 1070 - finished in silver, racing number 3 with accessories - this re-issue is generally Mint in 
an Excellent carded box. 

 £30 - £40 

565. Schuco Akustico 2002 - cream (off white) body with accessories - this re-issue is generally Mint in a Near Mint carded 
box with outer carded sleeve. 

 £30 - £40 

566. Schuco Old Timer Mercedes Limousine 1902 - finished in cream, brown, black - overall condition is generally Excellent 
(although does require some attention in cleaning) in a Good to Good Plus presentation lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 

567. Schuco 4014 Old Timer - maroon, black - Excellent Plus (requires very light attention in cleaning) in a Fair to Good 
presentation lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

568. Schuco 1074 Matra Ford Formula 1 Racing Car - finished in blue, racing number 5 - Near Mint in a Good Plus window 
box with protective card still attached - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

569. Schuco 1075 Grand Prix Racer Set to include Car body with separate parts - condition appears to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in a generally Near Mint lift off lid box with outer carded sleeve. 

 £40 - £50 

570. Schuco Studio 1055 Mercedes Racer Set to include Car body plus separate parts - condition appears to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in a Near Mint presentation lift off lid box with an Excellent outer carded sleeve - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

571. Budgie Toys group to include Wolseley "Police" Car - pale blue; London "Taxi" Cab - black; Routemaster Bus "Houses 
of Parliament" - green; another but red and Railway Engine "British Railways" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes (some have small labels attached but easily removed). (5) 

 £60 - £70 

572. Tonka Toys 495 Tiny-Tonka Dozer - finished in yellow, black including rubber tracks - Good (although does have 
surface corrosion in places) in a Good Plus carded box; tinplate Baby Car Set comprising of 4 x tinplate vehicles - which are 
generally Near Mint in a Good Plus presentation box and unboxed tinplate Military Armoured Car - green including wheels. (3) 

 £40 - £50 
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573. Dinky group to include 752 Goods Yard Crane - mid-blue, yellow - Good to Good Plus in a generally Good to Good 
Plus blue lift off lid box with paper label; 222 Hesketh 308E Racing Car "Olympus" - blue; 266 ERF Fire Tender - red, white 
including ladders and hubs, and 505 Peugeot 504 - blue - conditions are generally Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent window boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

574. Minichamps (Paul's Model Art) - "The Kennedy" Car - this Presidential vehicle is generally Mint in a Near Mint rigid 
perspex case, outer carded sleeve is Excellent (1/43rd scale). 

 £40 - £50 

575. Detail Cars (1/43rd scale) a group to include 2 x Ford Capri; Ford Taunus; 2 x BMW 502 - conditions are Mint in Near 
Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

576. Corgi C14 Gift Set "AA" containing Ford Escort Van with Caravan - yellow, white - condition is generally Mint in an 
Excellent (slight creasing) blue and yellow window box - still a bright example of a harder issue to find. 

 £40 - £50 

577. Corgi Ford Escort Van group which includes "Chubb Fire"; "Fire Salvage"; "Tele"; "BBC" plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint window boxes - interesting lot. (19) 

 £70 - £80 

578. Dinky/Corgi unboxed group to include Racehorse Transporter; "NASA" Space Shuttle; Ford Mustang Fastback; ERF 
Flat Truck with Milk Churn load; plus others, lot also includes Charbens Tractor - conditions are generally Poor to Good. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

579. Matchbox Regular Wheels 7a Horse Drawn Milk Float - orange, white crates and driver, brown Horse, metal wheels 
with crimped axles; 19a MG Sports Car - off white, red seat with light tan figure driver, silver trim, metal wheels with crimped 
axles; 28a Bedford Compressor Truck - deep yellow, silver trim, metal wheels with crimped axles and 42a Bedford "Evening 
News" Van - yellow, silver trim, metal wheels with crimped axles - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still nice bright 
examples in Good Plus to Excellent type B Moko boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

580. Matchbox Regular Wheels a group - 3b Bedford TK Tipper - light grey cab and chassis, maroon back, fine tread black 
plastic wheels (without silver trim); 30b Magirus Deutz Crane Truck - silver, orange jib with grey plastic hook, black plastic 
wheels; 46b Guy "Pickfords" Removal Van - green, silver trim, black plastic wheels and 62b Commer TV Service Van 
"Rentaset" - cream, silver trim, fine tread black plastic wheels with accessories attached to sprue - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus type D colour picture boxes - display well. (4) 

 £80 - £90 

581. Matchbox Regular Wheels group - 15c Refuse Collector "Cleansing Service" - blue cab and chassis (without silver 
trim), grey tipper with vent hole, black plastic wheels; 26b Foden Cement Truck - orange including barrel (without silver trim), 
black plastic wheels; 46b Guy "Pickfords" Removal Van - green, silver trim, black plastic wheels and 48b Sports Boat on 
Trailer - white, red hull, gold engine, dark blue Trailer with black plastic wheels - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint 
in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus type D colour picture boxes. (4) 

 £80 - £90 
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582. Matchbox Regular Wheels 17c Austin Metropolitan "Taxi" - maroon body, silver trim, grey base and interior with light 
tan figure driver, knobbly silver plastic wheels - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have a couple of small marks on 
edges) in a Good type D colour picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

583. Matchbox group - 40c Hay Trailer - blue, yellow plastic hubs and detachable raves; 50b John Deere Tractor - green, 
yellow plastic steering wheel and hubs with black tyres; 51b Tipping Trailer - green, yellow plastic hubs with grey tyres, with 
loose barrels and 65c Claas Combine Harvester - red, yellow including plastic tynes - conditions are generally Excellent to Near 
Mint in Good (some sellotape repair) to Excellent type E colour picture boxes (some have small pen price marks). (4) 

 £50 - £60 

584. Matchbox Regular Wheels group to include 22c Pontiac Coupe - red, black plastic wheels; 28d Mack Dumper - orange, 
red plastic hubs; 44c GMC Refrigerator Truck - red cab and chassis, sea green back, black plastic wheels, plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Excellent in Fair to Excellent type E and F colour picture boxes (some have small pen 
price marks). (6) 

 £60 - £70 

585. Matchbox Regular Wheels group - 17e Horse Box - red cab and chassis, green back, grey plastic door, with white 
Horses; 37c Dodge Cattle Truck - yellow cab and chassis, grey back, with white Cattle attached to sprue; 35b Snow Trac - red, 
silver chassis, black plastic rollers with white rubber tracks, cast sides (tracks have hardened); 49b Mercedes Unimog - blue, 
red, yellow plastic hubs and 63b Alvis Airport Fire Tender - red, silver, white plastic accessories - conditions are generally Good 
to Excellent Plus in generally Good to Excellent type E and F colour picture boxes (some have small pen price marks). (5) 

 £60 - £70 

586. Matchbox Regular Wheels 10d Leyland Pipe Truck; 11c Jumbo Crane; 16d Case Bulldozer; 2 x 69 Hatra Tractor 
Shovel - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint (apart from 16 Case which is only Fair) in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus type E and G colour picture boxes (some have small pen price marks). (5) 

 £60 - £70 

587. Matchbox Regular Wheels group to include 2d Mercedes Covered Trailer; 4d Dodge Stake Truck; 7c Ford Refuse 
Truck; 42c Iron Crane Truck and 48c Dodge Dumper Truck - conditions are generally Good to Excellent Plus in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent Plus type E and F colour picture boxes (some have small pen price marks). (5) 

 £60 - £70 

588. Matchbox Regular Wheels group - 5d London Routemaster Bus "BP Visco-Static" - red, black plastic wheels; 31c 
Lincoln Continental - sea green; 36c Opel Diplomat; 46c Mercedes Coupe - blue and 75b Ferrari Berlinetta - conditions appear 
to be generally Fair to Excellent in generally Good to Excellent type E and F colour picture boxes (some have small pen price 
marks). (5) 

 £60 - £70 

589. Matchbox Regular Wheels group - 8e Ford Mustang Fastback - white; 9d Boat on Trailer; 18e Field Car - yellow, red 
plastic hubs; 64b MG 1100 and 73 Mercury Commuter - green - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Excellent in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent type F colour picture boxes (some have small pen price marks). (5) 

 £60 - £70 

590. Matchbox Regular Wheels unboxed group to include 19a MG TD Sports Car; 39a Ford Zodiac Convertible; 53a Aston 
Martin; 3 x 22a Vauxhall Cresta plus others - conditions are generally Good to Excellent. (10) 

 £70 - £80 
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591. Matchbox Regular Wheels group to include 11a ERF Petrol Tanker; 20a ERF Stake Truck; 2 x 14a Daimler 
Ambulance; 7a Horse Drawn Milk Float, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Excellent Plus - see photo. (14) 

 £70 - £80 

592. Matchbox Regular Wheels group to include 2 x 6a Quarry Truck; 10a Mechanical Horse and Trailer; 27a Bedford Low 
Loader; 18a Caterpillar Bulldozer, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Excellent - see photo. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

593. Matchbox Regular Wheels group to include 11b ERF "Esso" Tanker; 35a ERF Marshall Horse Box; 42a Bedford 
"Evening News"; 59a Ford Thames "Singer" Van plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent Plus - still an interesting 
lot. (14) 

 £70 - £80 

594. Matchbox Regular Wheels group to include 33c Lamborghini Miura; 1e Mercedes Covered Wagon; 12c Land Rover 
Safari; 25b Volkswagen Saloon plus others - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Excellent Plus - see photo. (23) 

 £70 - £80 

595. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include 3 Tramcar "News of the World" - Fair in a Good Lesney box; Y10 
Mercedes - white, red seats - Good Plus in a Good Lesney carded picture box plus quantity of unboxed to include Fowler 
Showmans Engine; Vintage Bentley; Santa Fe Locomotive plus others - conditions are Poor to Good Plus. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

596. Matchbox Lesney large scale Coronation Coach - 8 Horses (4 x Outriders) - gold Coach with Queen figure 
only - condition is generally Fair to Good still displays well - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

597. Matchbox King Size K4 Leyland Tipper Truck "L E Transport" - red cab and chassis, silver back, plastic hubs with black 
tyres - Good Plus in a Fair to Good window box; K5 Racing Car Transporter - green, red plastic hubs - Excellent (some small 
marks on protruding edges) in a Good blue and yellow window box and K5 Empty Racing Car window Box - which is Fair to 
Good (all have small labels attached but easily removed). (3) 

 £50 - £60 

598. Matchbox Super Kings Ford Sierra XR4i - silver-grey - Mint in a Good Plus "Ford" Promotional window box and 5 x K15 
Bus to include "Carnaby Street", "The Royal Wedding" - some duplication - conditions are generally Good to Near Mint in 
generally Fair to Good Plus window boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

599. Matchbox Superfast group to include (Japan issue) J21 Toyota Celica - red body - Near Mint in a Good box; 38 Ford 
Model A "Champion" - blue, black, white roof - Near Mint in a Good Plus box; Empty box 38 Honda Motorcycle - Excellent; 2 x 
17 Bus - Near Mint to Mint on Excellent blister cards; 5 x unboxed to include 46 Mercedes - conditions are Fair to Good Plus 
and 4 x Soaps including 20 Range Rover; 22 Blaze Buster - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in sealed 
bags - see photo. (14) 

 £40 - £50 
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600. Corgi 261 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - gold body, red interior with "James Bond" 
figure, silver trim, wire wheels - overall condition is Excellent Plus a lovely bright example, inner pictorial stand is Good Plus 
including outer blue and yellow carded picture box (small tear to one corner), comes with Secret Instruction Pack containing 
lapel badge, folded leaflet and 2 x spare Bandit figures - see photo. 

 £110 - £130 

601. Corgi 266 "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" - with "Caractacus Potts, Truly Scrumptious, Jeremy and Jemima" figures - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (although will require some attention in cleaning), inner plastic cloud and card display are Good 
Plus, outer blue and yellow window box is Good Plus - still a bright example. 

 £110 - £130 

602. Corgi 267 "Batman" Batmobile - finished in black, blue tinted windscreens, with "Batman and Robin" figures, red Bat 
hubs, grey plastic aerial - overall condition is generally Good Plus (will require some attention in cleaning) still a nice bright 
example, comes with a Good Plus inner pictorial stand, outer blue and yellow carded picture box is Good still a bright example, 
also comes with instruction pack containing lapel badge, folded instruction leaflet and 2 x yellow Missiles attached to 
sprue - see photo. 

 £120 - £150 

603. Corgi 270 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - silver body, red interior and tyre slashers, with "James Bond and Bandit" 
figures - overall condition is generally Excellent (small chip to roof panel) in a Good Plus to Excellent harder to find slimline blue 
and yellow window box (does have mark to front where tape has been removed) - comes with sealed Secret Instruction Pack 
believed to include spare Bandit figure, lapel badge, folded leaflet and number plate unapplied decal sheet - see photo. 

 £280 - £340 

604. Corgi 336 "James Bond" Toyota 2000 GT "You Only Live Twice" Secret Instruction Pack - contains a Good Plus 
envelope with an Excellent folded leaflet and a Fair lapel badge only - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

605. Corgi 200 Ford Consul Saloon - light brown (fawn), silver trim, flat spun hubs - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks) 
in a Good Plus blue carded picture box (some small scuffs to edges), also comes accompanied with pink collectors club folded 
leaflet and colour folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

606. Corgi 201 Austin Cambridge Saloon - turquoise body, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Excellent lovely bright example in a 
Good Plus to Excellent blue carded picture box (couple of small scuffs on edges), comes accompanied with colour folded 
leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

607. Corgi 201 Austin Cambridge Saloon - two-tone silver, green, flat spun hubs - Excellent (does have some small marks 
on passenger side doors) in a generally Excellent blue carded picture box (small crease to end flap), also comes accompanied 
with pink collectors club folded leaflet and colour folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

608. Corgi 201m Austin Cambridge Saloon - cream body, silver trim, flat spun hubs, mechanical motor - Good Plus still a 
lovely bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) blue carded picture box with colour folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

609. Corgi 202 Morris Cowley Saloon - grey body, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Excellent a beautiful example in a Good blue 
carded picture box (couple of small scuffs to edges) with colour folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 
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610. Corgi 205m Riley Pathfinder Saloon - blue body, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a 
generally Good blue carded picture box (does have original price label to one end flap) with collectors club folded leaflet and 
colour folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

611. Corgi 207 Standard Vanguard Saloon - two-tone pale greyish-green, red roof, silver trim, spun hubs - Good Plus still a 
bright example in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

612. Corgi 209 Riley Pathfinder "Police" Car - black body, silver trim, flat spun hubs, grey plastic aerial, roof box - Good Plus 
still a bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) grubby blue carded picture box with folded collectors club leaflet - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

613. Corgi 218 Aston Martin DB4 - deep red body, lemon interior, silver trim, closed vent, spun hubs - overall condition is 
Good Plus (couple of small chips to wings and bumpers) still a nice bright example in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow 
carded picture box (small mark to one side where label has been removed) with collectors club folded leaflet. 

 £70 - £80 

614. Corgi 222 Renault Floride - green body, red interior, silver trim, flat spun hubs, accessory decals applied - otherwise 
Near Mint a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box with collectors club folded 
leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

615. Corgi 224 Bentley Continental Sports Saloon - two-tone black, silver, red interior, spun hubs with grey treaded tyres, 
complete with correct spare wheel - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have some small marks on bonnet protruding 
edges) in a generally Excellent blue and yellow carded picture box - still displays well. 

 £70 - £80 

616. Corgi 230 Mercedes 220 SE Coupe - black body, lemon interior, silver trim, spun hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright 
example in a Good Plus (some small tears to end flaps) blue and yellow carded picture box - still displays well. 

 £70 - £80 

617. Corgi 235 Oldsmobile Super 88 - light blue, white flashes, red interior, silver trim, spun hubs - Excellent a lovely bright 
example in a Good blue and yellow carded picture box - displays well - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

618. Corgi 245 Buick Riviera - gold body, red interior, chrome front and rear bumpers, wire wheels, grey plastic tow 
hook - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent blue and yellow carded picture box (does have mark 
to one end flap where label has been partially removed) with correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

619. Corgi 249 Morris Mini Cooper "Wickerwork" - black body, red roof, "Wickerwork" side and rear panels, lemon interior, 
silver trim, spun hubs - Excellent still a nice bright example in a Good blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 
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620. Corgi 255 Austin A60 De-luxe "Motor School" Car - Export Issue - finished in dark blue, silver flashes, red interior and 
roof turning disc, spun hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent (does require some very light attention in cleaning) in a 
Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box - displays well with correct and hard to find export instruction/collectors club 
folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £110 - £130 

621. Corgi 262 Lincoln Continental Executive Limousine - blue body, light tan roof, chrome bumpers, spun hubs - Excellent 
Plus a lovely bright example, comes with film strip and correct instruction leaflet in a generally Good Plus presentation bubble 
pack - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

622. Corgi 300 Austin Healey Sports Car - red body, cream seats, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Excellent a lovely bright 
example in a Good Plus to Excellent blue carded picture box (couple of small scuffs around edges) with collectors club and 
colour folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

623. Corgi 302 MGA Sports Car - green body, cream seats, silver trim, spun hubs - Near Mint a beautiful example in a 
generally Excellent Plus blue and yellow carded picture box (very minor mark to one end flap where label has been 
removed) - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

624. Corgi 302 Hillman Hunter "London to Sydney Marathon Winner" - blue, black bonnet, white roof, grey interior, Golden 
Jacks take-off wheels - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus a beautiful example, comes with correct unapplied decal 
sheet, instruction/collectors club leaflet and suitcase opening leaflet, in an Excellent Plus blue and yellow window box with 
Kangaroo figure - see photo. 

 £120 - £140 

625. Corgi 307 Jaguar Type E - dark grey body, red detachable hood, brown interior, silver trim, spun hubs - overall 
condition is generally Excellent lovely bright example in an Excellent Plus blue and yellow carded picture box with collectors 
club folded leaflet and inner packing ring - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

626. Corgi 317 Morris Mini Cooper "Rallye Monte Carlo" - red, white roof with chrome spotlight, silver trim, lemon interior, 
spun hubs, racing number 37 - Good Plus still a nice bright example that displays well in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded 
picture box (small graffiti mark to end flap) with correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

627. Corgi 321 BMC Mini Cooper S "Rallye Monte Carlo" - red body and interior, white roof, spun hubs - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (couple of very small marks on protruding edges), comes in an Excellent standard issue 317 blue and 
yellow carded picture box with separate 321 flash and collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

628. Corgi 318 Lotus Elan S2 "I've Got a Tiger In My Tank" - white body, black interior with figure driver, spun 
hubs - Excellent Plus still a beautiful example of a harder issue to find in a generally Excellent blue and yellow carded picture 
box with racing number 7 unapplied labels - see photo. 

 £200 - £240 

629. Corgi 319 Lotus Elan Coupe - red body, white hood, off white interior, chrome detachable chassis with cast hubs - Near 
Mint a beautiful example, comes with correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet and racing number 2 unapplied 
labels - blue and yellow carded picture box is Good Plus - still a lovely bright example, see photo. 

 £80 - £90 
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630. Corgi 322 Rover 2000 "International Rally Finish" - whit body, black bonnet, red interior, silver trim, cast hubs, racing 
number 21 - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges) still a nice bright example of a harder issue to 
find in a Good blue and yellow carded picture box with correct flash - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

631. Corgi 323 Citroen DS19 "Rallye Monte Carlo" - light blue body, white roof with grey plastic aerial, lemon interior, silver 
trim, spun hubs, racing number 75 - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks on passengers door) in a 
generally Good Plus to Excellent blue and yellow carded picture box - still a lovely bright example that displays well, see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

632. Corgi 339 BMC Mini Cooper S "Rallye Monte Carlo" - red, white roof with chrome rack, 2 x cast hubs, racing number 
177 - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (very slight fading to front labels) still a lovely bright example in a 
Good Plus blue and yellow carded box with detail picture, also comes with correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet - see 
photo. 

 £80 - £100 

633. Corgi 340 Sunbeam Imp "Rallye Monte Carlo" - blue body, white flashes, off white interior, cast hubs - Good Plus still a 
nice bright example in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box with correct flash, also comes accompanied with correct 
instruction/collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

634. Corgi 393 Mercedes 350 SL - blue body, silver trim, light blue interior and 386 Datsun 240Z "John Morton" - white, red, 
chrome trim - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus striped window boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

635. Corgi 57 Massey Ferguson 65 Tractor with Fork - red including plastic hubs, cream, silver arms and forks, figure 
driver - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good blue and yellow carded picture box with 
inner packing piece - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

636. Corgi 69 Massey Ferguson 165 Tractor with Shovel - red including hubs, grey, white, figure driver - overall condition 
appears to be generally Excellent Plus in a generally Good Plus to Excellent RARE late issue striped window box. 

 £60 - £80 

637. Corgi 73 Massey Ferguson 165 Tractor with Saw attachment - red, grey, white, yellow - comes with figure 
driver - although overall condition is generally Excellent Plus does require some attention in cleaning, inner plastic tray and card 
are Near Mint, outer blue and yellow window box is Excellent (very slight creasing to cellophane). 

 £80 - £110 

638. Corgi 403 Bedford "Daily Express" Van - blue body, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Excellent Plus a nice bright example in 
a Good (slightly grubby) blue carded picture box with collectors club folded leaflet. 

 £70 - £80 

639. Corgi 405 Bedford Utilecon "AFS" Tender - green body, silver trim, black clip and ladders, silver trim, flat spun 
hubs - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks on roof) still a lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus (couple of small 
scuffs on end flaps) blue carded picture box with collectors club and colour folded leaflets - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 
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640. Corgi 408 Bedford "AA Road Service" Van - yellow body, black including smooth roof, silver trim, tinplate roof sign, flat 
spun hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent a lovely bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) blue carded picture box 
with collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

641. Corgi 411 Smith's Karrier Bantam "Lucozade" - yellow, silver trim, grey plastic opening side door, flat spun hubs - Good 
still a bright example in a Fair (complete) blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

642. Corgi 428 Smith's Karrier Ice Cream Canteen "Mister Softee" - two-tone cream, blue, silver trim, spun hubs, pale 
bluish-green interior with figure - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges) still a nice 
bright example in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box with collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

643. Corgi 447 Ford Thames "Walls Ice Cream" Van - two-tone blue, cream, silver trim, spun hubs - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (has usual very light discolouration to windows), inner pictorial stand is Excellent with Ice Cream Seller and 
Boy figures, also comes accompanied with correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet and unapplied decal sheet - see 
photo, outer blue and yellow carded picture box is Good (slightly creased) - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

644. Corgi 450 Austin Mini Van - green body, red interior, spun hubs - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus 
blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

645. Corgi 462 Commer "Hammonds" Van - finished in blue, green, white, red interior, silver trim, cast hubs - this 
Promotional issue is generally Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus correct plain blue and yellow carded 
box - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

646. Corgi 472 Land Rover Public Address Vehicle "Vote for Corgi" - green, yellow, red interior, silver trim, spun hubs, with 
correct 2 x figures - overall condition is Near Mint (couple of very minor marks) in a generally Good Plus blue and yellow carded 
picture box with inner packing piece - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

647. Corgi 474 Ford Thames "Walls Ice Cream" Van - blue, cream, chrome trim, spun hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright 
example with working chimes in a generally Good to Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box, comes accompanied with 
correct inner pictorial stand, instruction/collectors club folded leaflet and unapplied decal sheet - inner packing piece is 
Excellent - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

648. Corgi 479 Commer "Samuelson Film Service Limited" Camera Van - finished in two-tone white, blue, spun hubs with 
Cameraman and Camera - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (does require some very light attention in cleaning) in a 
Good Plus blue and yellow window box with pictorial header - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

649. Corgi 1129 Bedford Type S Articulated "Milk" Tanker - two-tone light blue, white including gantry and filler caps, silver 
trim, spun hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have small marks on side and top protruding edges) still a bright 
example in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box with correct inner packing piece (some small scuffs on end 
flaps) - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 
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650. Corgi GS17 Gift Set comprising of Land Rover - red, cream plastic canopy, lemon interior, silver trim, spun hubs, 
Ferrari Racing Car - red, spun hubs, racing number 36 mounted on yellow Trailer with flat spun hubs - although overall 
condition is generally Excellent to Excellent Plus (does require very light attention in cleaning), inner carded tray is Good Plus, 
outer carded picture box is Good to Good Plus (some small creases around edges). 

 £140 - £160 

651. Corgi GS41 "Transporter" Gift Set to include Ford Articulated Car Transporter - orange cab, blue Trailer, cast 
hubs - Excellent (does have some small chips on protruding edges and requires slight attention in cleaning) still a nice bright 
example, 6 x Cars (1) Rover 2000 - metallic maroon, cream interior, spun hubs; (2) Ford Consul Cortina Super Estate Car - blue 
body, wood effect side panels, chrome trim, spun hubs; (3) Hillman Imp - metallic bronze, white flashes, light tan luggage case 
(couple of small chips on bonnet); (4) Morris Mini Minor - very pale blue, lemon interior, silver trim, spun hubs; (5) BMC Mini 
Cooper S "Rallye Monte Carlo" - red including interior, white roof with 2 x autographs, spun hubs, racing number 2 and (6) 
Morris Mini Cooper "Wickerwork" - black, red roof, lemon interior, "Wickerwork" panels to side and rear, silver trim, spun 
hubs - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint (unless stated), polystyrene base is generally Good (does have some dirt 
marks and indentations) in a generally Excellent blue and yellow lift off lid with detail picture, also comes accompanied with 
correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet and cones in sealed bag - see photo - outer transit sleeve is Good. 

 £400 - £500 

652. Corgi "Corgi Toys" original unapplied Window Sticker - finished in red, yellow, black and white - overall condition is 
Near Mint. 

 £60 - £70 

653. Matchbox Regular Wheels G2 "Car Transporter" Gift Set to include 22b Vauxhall Cresta - two-tone grey, pink, knobbly 
silver plastic wheels; 25b Volkswagen Sedan (Beetle) - blue, knobbly grey plastic wheels (label applied); 33b Ford 
Zodiac - two-tone metallic mauve, orange, knobbly silver plastic wheels; 39a Ford Zodiac Convertible - peach body, turquoise 
base and interior with light tan figure driver, small grey plastic wheels; 57b Chevrolet Impala - two-tone blue, knobbly silver 
plastic wheels; 75a Ford Thunderbird - two-tone cream, peach side panels, knobbly silver plastic wheels - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples, comes with Accessory Pack A2 Car Transporter - finished in blue, knobbly 
grey plastic wheels - Excellent Plus, carded base and inner packing pieces are Fair to Good Plus, outer carded sleeve is 
Fair - still a bright example. 

 £150 - £200 

654. Matchbox Roadway Series a group to include R1; R2 and R4 - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near 
Mint, outer sleeves are Fair to Good Plus - still bright examples. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

655. Matchbox Regular Wheels "Michael J Stannard" 1/75 Series 1953-1969 Collectors Catalogue - this 1st binder issue is 
generally Good Plus (does have some small ticks on some pages) - still a nice bright example. 

 £80 - £100 

656. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 186 Mercedes 220 SE - light silver-blue, chrome trim - Near Mint in a Good to Good Plus (scuffs 
around edges) carded box with detail picture - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

657. French Dinky 24a Chrysler "New Yorker" - red body, cream interior and tonneau, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with 
white smooth tyres - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (does have some small chips on protruding edges) 
still a bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box (some pen graffiti marks to one side) - see 
photo. 

 £70 - £90 
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658. French Dinky 24l 2CV Vespa 400 - blue body, dark grey hood, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Excellent (slight wear to number plate labels) in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

659. French Dinky 24y Studebaker Commodore - dark coral body, light tan roof, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with white 
smooth tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (very slight surface corrosion marks to hubs) in a Good Plus yellow 
and red carded picture box. 

 £70 - £90 

660. French Dinky 515 Ferrari 250 GT Pininfarina - red body, silver trim, chrome concave hubs - Excellent lovely bright 
example in a Good yellow and red carded box with detail picture. 

 £70 - £80 

661. French Dinky 532 Lincoln Premiere - pale blue, silver hood and trim, chrome convex hubs with white smooth 
tyres - although overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (does have some small chips on protruding front and rear 
edges) in a generally Excellent yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

662. French Dinky 534 BMW 1500 - dull red body, silver trim, chrome concave hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent 
Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded box with detail picture (some pen marks to 
one end flap). 

 £70 - £90 

663. French Dinky 545 De Soto Diplomat - metallic green, off white roof, silver trim and flashes, chrome concave hubs with 
white smooth tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have some small labels attached to number plates) in a 
generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box (does have graffiti on one side). 

 £70 - £80 

664. French Dinky 552 Chevrolet Corvair - red body, silver trim and flashes, chrome concave hubs with white tyres - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (does have some discolouration to tyres) in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded 
picture box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

665. French Dinky 25o Camion Laitier "Nestle" - mid-blue cab, chassis and convex hubs, white back, metal tow hook, silver 
trim - overall condition is Excellent (does have some chips to inner back) still a bright example in an Excellent Plus dark red 
presentation box, yellow inner packing piece is Near Mint with correct 10 x Churns - see photo. 

 £120 - £150 

666. French Dinky 562h Citroen 2CV "Wegenwacht ANWB" - yellow body, silver trim, chrome concave hubs with black 
tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Poor yellow carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

667. French Dinky 589 Berliet Wreck Truck "Depannage" - red, silver and grey trim, roof light, chrome concave 
hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent (requires some very light attention in cleaning) in a Good Plus yellow and red 
carded box with detail picture - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 
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668. Dinky 107 "Stripey" the Magic Mini - finished in white body with red, yellow and blue stripes, red interior, silver trim, 
chrome hubs - Good Plus still a nice bright example, inner pictorial stand is generally Good Plus to Excellent with correct 
"Candy, Andy and The Bearandas" figures, outer carded picture box is Good (some scuffs around edges) still a bright 
example - see photo. 

 £140 - £170 

669. Dinky Pre-war 31 "Holland Coachcraft - red body, silver trim with gold side flashes, smooth hubs with white 
tyres - although overall condition is generally Good (does have some fatigue marks to roof and back curved edges) still a bright 
example. 

 £200 - £260 

670. Dinky Pre-war 44 "AA" Motorcycle Patrol - to include tinplate Hut, 2 x lead figures and Motorcycle with Sidecar - black, 
yellow, dark tan figure rider, white solid wheels - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus, inner pictorial stand is Good Plus, 
blue lift off lid box is Fair still a bright example. 

 £200 - £240 

671. Dinky 434 Bedford TK Crash Truck "Auto Services" - metallic red cab, pale grey back, red plastic hubs and interior, 
silver trim - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on protruding edges) still a beautiful example in a generally Good to 
Good Plus carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

672. Dinky 450 Trojan "Esso" Van - red body, silver trim, maroon ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (couple of very minor chips on rear protruding door edges) in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded 
picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

673. Dinky 450 Bedford TK "Castrol" Box Van - green body, red interior and plastic hubs, white opening side and rear 
doors - Good Plus (does have small chips to protruding edges) in a Good Plus yellow and red lift off lid box with detail 
picture - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

674. Dinky 451 Trojan "Dunlop" Van - red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent Plus (couple 
of very small marks to rear edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box - displays well, see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

675. Dinky 452 (31c) Trojan "Chivers Jellies" Van - green body, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Excellent Plus still a beautiful example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find 
(dual numbered 452/31c end flaps) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

676. Dinky 480 Bedford "Kodak" Van - yellow, silver trim, red ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (does have some small chips on door and window edges) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture 
box - displays well. 

 £60 - £70 

677. Dinky 260 Morris Commercial "Royal Mail" Delivery Van - red, black roof panel, silver trim, ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres - Excellent still a nice bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 
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678. Dinky 465 Morris Commercial "Have a Capstan" - two-tone blue, mid-blue ridged hubs, silver trim - Excellent (couple of 
very minor marks on wheel arches) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box (does have some creases to one 
side) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

679. Dinky 492 Election Mini Van "Vote for Somebody" - white body with orange plastics, comes complete with figure and 
microphone - overall condition is generally Excellent (although does come with reproduction speakers and side boards, doors 
are replacement) in a reproduction box. 

 £30 - £40 

680. Dinky 501 Foden (1st Type) Diesel 8-wheeled Wagon - brown cab, back and ridged hubs with herringbone tyres, black 
chassis, silver trim and side flashes - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have some small surface corrosion marks 
to roof) still a bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) green lift off lid box with paper label - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

681. Dinky 502 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck - orange cab and chassis, green back and Supertoy hubs with black tyres, 
silver trim - Good Plus still a nice bright example that displays well in a generally Fair blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £80 - £90 

682. Dinky 504 Foden (2nd Type) 14-ton Tanker - red cab, chassis and Supertoy hubs with black tyres, fawn back, silver 
trim - Good Plus (does require some light attention in cleaning) in a Fair blue lift off lid box with paper label - still displays well. 

 £80 - £100 

683. Dinky 505 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck with Chains - maroon cab, chassis, back and Supertoy hubs with black tyres, 
silver trim - Good Plus to Excellent (although could be better if slight time spent in cleaning) in a generally Good (slightly 
grubby) blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £100 - £120 

684. Dinky 505 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck with Chains - green cab and chassis, mid-green Supertoy hubs with black 
treaded tyres, silver trim - Good Plus still a nice bright example that displays well in a Fair blue lift off lid box with paper 
label - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

685. Dinky 512 Guy Flat Truck - blue cab and chassis, red back, mid-blue Supertoy hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, 
metal tow hook - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on edges and requires light attention in cleaning) in a generally 
Good (slightly grubby) blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

686. Dinky 513 Guy Flat Truck with Tailboard - two-tone green, silver trim, ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, metal tow 
hook - Good (does have chips to roof and requires some attention in cleaning) in a Good (slightly faded) blue lift off lid box with 
paper label, "Hudson Dobson" side label. 

 £60 - £70 

687. Dinky 514 Guy "Slumberland" Van - red including ridged hubs, silver trim - Good (does have some chips to front wheel 
arches) in a generally Good blue lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 
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688. Dinky 531 Leyland Comet Lorry - red cab and chassis, yellow stake back and ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, 
silver trim, metal tow hook - Good Plus still a bright example in a Good to Good Plus (slightly grubby) blue lift off lid box with 
paper label - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

689. Dinky 581 Horse Box "British Railways Express Horse Box Hire Service" - maroon including ridged hubs with grey 
treaded tyres, silver trim - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Good blue lift off lid box (does have some small scuffs to 
edges) - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

690. Dinky 901 Foden (2nd Type) Diesel 8-wheeled Wagon - red cab, chassis and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, 
grey back, silver trim - Good Plus still a bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) blue and white striped lift off lid box with 
harder to find (901/501 end). 

 £70 - £90 

691. Dinky 902 (502) Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck - yellow cab and chassis, mid-green back and Supertoy hubs with grey 
treaded tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - Good Plus (does have small chips and marks to bed rear edges) in a generally Good 
Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find (dual numbered 502/902 end) - see photo. 

 £180 - £220 

692. Dinky 905 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck with Chains - red cab, chassis and Supertoy hubs with black tyres, grey back, 
silver trim, metal tow hook - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips around edges and tow hook and requires slight 
attention in cleaning) in a generally Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

693. Dinky 917 Guy "Spratt's" Van - two-tone red, cream, Supertoy hubs with black smooth tyres - although overall condition 
is generally Good (does have chips to all edges) in a generally Good to Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with 
harder to find (dual numbered 514/917 end). 

 £80 - £90 

694. Dinky 918 Guy "Ever Ready Batteries for Life" - blue, red Supertoy hubs, silver trim - overall condition is generally 
Excellent (couple of very small marks on protruding edges and requires very light attention in cleaning) in a generally Fair to 
Good blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

695. Dinky 919 Guy "Robertson's Golden Shred" Van - red, yellow Supertoy hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Good Plus 
still a bright example that displays well in a Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

696. Dinky 923 Big Bedford "Heinz 57 Varieties" - red cab and chassis, yellow back and Supertoy hubs with grey treaded 
tyres - RARE issue with Sauce Bottle - overall condition is generally Good still a bright example of a hard to find issue (couple 
of paint touch-ins on roof) in a generally Good to Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £260 - £320 

697. Dinky 923 Big Bedford "Heinz 57 Varieties" Van - red cab and chassis, yellow back and Supertoy hubs with grey 
treaded tyres - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £130 - £160 
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698. Dinky 930 Bedford Pallet Jekta Van "Dinky Toys" - two-tone yellow, Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim, 
comes with 3 x yellow plastic pallets - overall condition is Good Plus a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby 
around edges) blue and white striped lift off lid box with inner packing piece and correct instruction leaflet - see photo. 

 £110 - £130 

699. Dinky 935 Leyland Octopus Flat Truck with Chains - green cab and chassis, light grey back and flashes, red plastic 
hubs - Good Plus still a bright example of a harder to find issue in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red lift off lid box with 
detail picture - see photo. 

 £300 - £400 

700. Dinky 979 Racehorse Transport "Newmarket Racehorse Transport Service Ltd" - two-tone grey, yellow including 
Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, 2 x Horses - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a 
Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with inner packing piece - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

701. Dinky 980 Horse Van EXPORT ISSUE "Express Horse Van Hire Service" - maroon body, silver trim, red Supertoy hubs 
with black treaded tyres - this hard to find issue is Good Plus (does have some surface corrosion marks) in a generally Good to 
Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £130 - £160 

702. Dinky 118 Gift Set to include Triumph 2000 Saloon - finished in off white, mid-blue roof, red interior, chrome spun hubs 
with "Southdown Gliding Club" Trailer - finished in off white with yellow and red Glider - overall condition appears to be 
generally Excellent to Excellent Plus (does require some light attention in cleaning), inner pictorial stand is Excellent, outer 
yellow and red carded box with detail picture is Good (end flaps have had some repair) - see photo. 

 £110 - £130 

703. Dinky 448 Chevrolet El Camino Pick-up Truck - two-tone turquoise, cream, silver trim, red interior, chrome spun 
hubs - Excellent with 2 x "Acme" Trailers - red, silver, spun hubs - Excellent to Excellent Plus, comes in a generally Good Plus 
to Excellent yellow and red lift off lid box with detail picture (couple of small creases and marks on edges) still a bright example. 

 £120 - £140 

Further Entries 

704. Dinky RARE PROMOTIONAL 915 AEC Truck with Flat Trailer "Thames Board" - finished in white, black with correct 
load - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have some small chips on Trailer protruding edges) still a lovely bright 
example of a hard to find issue, carded base is Good Plus, bubble is Poor (can be easily replaced) - personal property of a 
former employee - superb opportunity to acquire. 

 £2000 - £2400 

705. Dinky Military Related group to include Honest John Missile Launcher; Chieftain Tank; US Jeep with Gun; Austin 
Paramoke with Parachute; plus others - lot also includes Britains Soldiers and Crescent Saladin Tank - conditions are generally 
Good to Near Mint - nice interesting lot. (qty) 

 £80 - £90 
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706. Dinky 353 "UFO" - Shado 2 - green body, black vent, red interior, large brown plastic rollers with grey rubber 
tracks - RARE issue with smooth roof (without Missile) - overall condition is Excellent Plus a lovely bright unboxed example. 

 £50 - £60 

707. Corgi 907 Sdkfz Rocket Launcher - finished in German drab grey, with loose Missiles - overall condition is generally 
Near Mint, polystyrene tray is Excellent, striped window box is Good (does have some sun fading) and Solido 222 Tiger 
Tank - finished in Desert camouflage, metal tracks - overall condition is Excellent Plus in a Good carded box (does have some 
graffiti to non picture side) - see photo. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

708. Dinky 980 Coles Hydra Crane Truck - yellow, black including interior, cast hubs - overall condition is generally Good 
Plus to Excellent (does have extra labels applied) in a Good (slightly grubby) carded box; plus unboxed Mercedes Covered 
Truck with Trailer - yellow, blue, white including roof and tilts plus Hovercraft SRN6 - metallic red, blue, yellow, 
white - conditions are generally Good. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

709. Corgi group to include GS24 Gift Set containing Mercedes and Caravan; 285 Mercedes 240D; 286 Jaguar XK12C; 287 
Citroen; 414 "Coastguard" Jaguar and 493 Mazda Pick-up - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally 
Good to Good Plus striped window boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

710. Motor-Pro (1/43rd scale) white metal made Ford Escort Mk2 - finished in white with "Rothmans" livery, racing number 
3 - overall condition is Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a Good plain white mailaway box with labels and tape 
attached - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

711. Dinky 1017 "Dinky Action Kit" Routemaster Bus - condition appears to be generally Near Mint on a Fair (sealed) blister 
card; "Happy Cab" - Near Mint in a Good plain white box; Matchbox Super Kings 3 x K17 Bus; Corgi 471 "Silver Jubilee" Bus; 
unboxed AEC "Beatties"; Solido London Transport Bus - both are generally Good Plus to Excellent and Budgie Toys 
Routemaster Bus - Excellent in a Fair window box - other conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good 
boxes. (8) 

 £25 - £35 

712. Corgi 323 Ferrari Daytona; Dinky 211 Triumph TR7 Sports Car - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus in Fair 
window boxes plus a quantity of unboxed to include Ford Car Transporter; ERF Fire Engine; "Captain Scarlet Maximum 
Security Vehicle; plus others, also includes some other manufacturers - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus. (27) 

 £40 - £60 

713. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear/Collectables  a group to include Platinum Series Aircraft; "A Taste of France" Citroen 
Type H Van; "Beers of the World" Morris Light Van, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally 
Fair to Excellent Plus window and presentation boxes - lot also includes Matchbox Ford Model T "Mars" - which is Mint in a Fair 
tin. (14) 

 £40 - £50 

714. Matchbox Superfast/Convoy Series a group of later issues which includes Excavator; Bulldozer; Road Roller; 
"Bassetts" Articulated Truck and Trailer - includes much duplication - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on 
Good Plus to Mint blister cards and window box. (20) 

 £30 - £40 
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715. Franklin Mint (approximately 1/24th scale) Duesenberg; Majorette Corvette; Matchbox (Dinky) Commer Van; Ertl "The 
A Team" Van; Efsi Articulated Tanker; Shinsei Articulated Truck and Trailer, plus others - conditions vary from Fair to Mint in 
generally Fair to Good Plus packaging - interesting lot. (24) 

 £40 - £50 

716. Palitoy 34133 "Action Man" - Machine Gun Emplacement - condition is Fair (missing pieces) in a Poor to Fair lift off lid 
box; Triang Minic larger scale remote control plastic battery-operated Churchill Tank - Good; 5 x plastic Guns by various 
manufacturers including Marx - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

717. Timpo Product "The Famous Timpo Cars" Set which includes 2 x Cars, 3 x figures, 5 x Petrol Pump and 
accessories - with original packer slip - overall conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in a Good colourful lift off lid 
box (has had some repair to corners) still a bright example. 

 £140 - £160 

718. Timpo Product "The Famous Timpo Cars" Set which includes 6 x vehicles plus 4 x figures and 5 x Petrol Pumps and 
accessories - conditions vary from Fair to Excellent in a generally Fair lift off lid box (lid has piece missing from side) still a bright 
example of a hard to find set. 

 £130 - £160 

719. Timpo Product "The Famous Timpo Cars" Petrol Station No.1 containing 2 x vehicles, 2 x figures and 3 x Petrol 
Pumps - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still lovely bright examples in a generally Good colourful lift off lid box. 

 £140 - £160 

720. Timpo Product "Racing Car" Set which includes 3 x Cars, 4 x figures, 4 x Petrol Pump and accessory (missing 1 
piece) - conditions otherwise are generally Good to Excellent in a Fair colourful lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

721. Timpo Product "Bomber Station" Set to include 3 x Aircraft, 4 x figures - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent 
Plus - superb examples in a generally Good (slightly grubby) lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £70 - £90 

722. Kay Garage Set - this scarce issue contains Sign plus various accessories - conditions are generally Good to Excellent 
nice bright examples in a Fair original lift off lid box. 

 £80 - £100 

723. Dinky Pre-war Aircraft a pair (1) Hurricane - camouflage green, brown, "RAF" roundels - Good Plus and (2) 
Spitfire - camouflage green, brown, "RAF" roundels - Good (showing signs of fatigue to wings) with early tinplate issue Garage 
(unconfirmed manufacturer) - see photo. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

724. Chad Valley Wee-kin clockwork "Commer Hands" Truck and Trailer - finished in red, black - overall condition is 
generally Good to Good Plus still a nice bright example with original key in a Poor carded box - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

725. Pre-war (Japanese) Propeller Car - finished in metallic pink, white solid wheels - propeller spins when you blow through 
back of Car - overall condition is generally Good, plus Pre-war (Japanese) Pencil Sharpener based on Vintage Car - blue, 
chrome - Good Plus. (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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726. Rich Toys scarce composition (flour & plaster) Bluebird Land Speed Record Car - finished in two-tone silver, blue with 
"Union Jack" label to one side - overall condition is generally Good still displays well. 

 £80 - £100 

727. Pre-war (British made) Charabanc, Delivery Van, plus French Truck and Trailer plus Flatbed - conditions are generally 
Fair. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

728. Pre-war lead/diecast made Racing Cars including Gordon Bennett, Boat-shaped Racer plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

729. A group of miniature Cars by various manufacturers including Tootsietoy, French Celluloid, Solido plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Good. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

730. Barclay unboxed group of miniature Cars including 2 and 4-door issues - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. 
(8) 

 £40 - £50 

731. Microlink/Lone Star "Tuf Tots" Part 5 Mokes "The Awakening" vehicles - this trade box of 20 are all sealed in their 
original boxes in an outer carton - see photo. 

 £30 - £50 

732. Dinky/Corgi unboxed group including Bedford Utilicon; Bedford "Ovaltine"; Daimler "Ambulance"; Blaw Knox Bulldozer 
plus others, also includes some other mainly British made toys including Trolley Jack, Cart - conditions are generally Poor to 
Fair. (29) 

 £50 - £60 

733. Dinky Aircraft 731 Sepecat Jaguar - finished in camouflage blue, dark green, comes with spare Pilot, instruction leaflet 
and unapplied decal sheet - overall condition is generally Near Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

734. Dinky Aircraft 725 F-4K Phantom - blue body, "RAF" roundels, comes with 2 x Missiles and instruction leaflet - overall 
condition is generally Near Mint in a Good Plus bubble pack - nice bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

735. Dinky Aircraft 734 P47 Thunderbolt - silver, black with unapplied decal sheet - overall condition is generally Excellent 
Plus in a Good to Good Plus bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

736. Dinky Aircraft 739 Zero-Sen - metallic aqua, black, red propeller - overall condition is generally Near Mint with 
unapplied decal sheet in a Good Plus bubble pack. 

 £70 - £80 

737. Dinky Aircraft 718 Hawker Hurricane - camouflage grey, green, "RAF" roundels - Near Mint with unapplied decal sheet 
in a Good Plus bubble pack. 

 £50 - £60 
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738. Dinky Aircraft 726 Messerschmitt BF109E - camouflage sand, green with unapplied decal sheet and instruction 
leaflet - Near Mint in a Good Plus bubble pack - nice bright example. 

 £50 - £60 

739. Dinky Aircraft 722 Hawker Harrier - camouflage blue, green, "RAF" roundels - Near Mint in a Good bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

740. Dinky Aircraft 729 Panavia (MRCA) - camouflage grey/green, "RAF" roundels - comes with unapplied decal 
sheet - Near Mint in a Good Plus bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

741. Dinky Aircraft 719 Spitfire Mk.II - camouflage green, brown, "RAF" roundels with unapplied decal sheet and instruction 
leaflet and another 721 Junkers Stuka - drab green, yellow with unapplied decal sheet - conditions are generally Near Mint in 
Good (discoloured) bubble packs. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

742. Park Plastics (USA) - two-tone white and red Ford Thunderbird style plastic made wind-up Car with key - overall 
condition appears to be generally Near Mint in a Good Plus original plain mailaway box; unboxed 4 x Dinky Toys to include 
"Express Dairy", Gloster Javelin and Matchbox Regular Wheels Bedford Milk Delivery Van - conditions are generally Fair to 
Good, plus a small quantity of Posters to include Biggin Hill 1978 International Air Show; Farnborough 1976 International Flying 
Display Exhibition, Top Gun; plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

743. Dinky 149 "Racing Car" unboxed Gift Set to include (1) MG Midget - cream, red ridged hubs, maroon interior and 
tonneau with figure driver, racing number 28; (2) Austin Healey - cream, red interior and ridged hubs, figure driver, racing 
number 23; (3) Sunbeam Alpine - cerise body, grey interior, cream ridged hubs, racing number 34; (4) Aston Martin - mid-green, 
red interior and ridged hubs, figure driver, racing number 22 and (5) Triumph TR2 - turquoise, red interior and ridged hubs, 
figure driver, racing number 25 - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still nice bright examples that display well - see 
photo. 

 £150 - £200 

744. Dinky unboxed pair (1) 106 Austin Atlantic Convertible - pale blue, dark blue interior and tonneau, cream ridged hubs 
and (2) 157 Jaguar XK - red including ridged hubs, silver trim - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

745. Dinky 154 Hillman Minx - two-tone green, cream including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim - overall 
condition is generally Good to Good Plus (couple of small marks on roof) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with 
correct colour spot (does have labels attached to both end flaps). 

 £60 - £70 

746. Dinky 151 Triumph 1800 Saloon - mid-blue including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim - Good Plus 
(couple of small chips around front edges) still a bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour 
spot (one end flap has had some sellotape repair). 

 £60 - £70 

747. Matchbox Superfast 68 Porsche 910 - metallic red - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on one side) in a 
Fair Superfast box with "New" to end flaps. 

 £5 - £10 
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748. Matchbox Regular Wheels boxed group to include 7d Ford Refuse Truck; 44b Rolls Royce Phantom V and 60 Leyland 
Site Hut Truck - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus type E picture boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

749. Matchbox Regular Wheels G4 "Farm" Gift Set to include 12b Land Rover - military green, black plastic wheels; 23c 
Bluebird Dauphine Caravan - metallic mauve, grey plastic wheels; 31b Ford Station Wagon - metallic green, pale pink roof, 
crimson base, silver plastic wheels; 35a ERF Marshall Horse Box - red cab and chassis, tan back, silver trim and knobbly 
plastic wheels; 72 Fordson Tractor - blue, yellow plastic hubs to rear, grey tyres, knobbly grey plastic wheels to front and Major 
Pack M7 Ford Thames Trader Cattle Truck - red, tan, silver trim, knobbly grey plastic wheels - conditions are generally Good to 
Near Mint, inner carded tray and packing pieces are Good to Good Plus, outer carded sleeve is Fair to Good (some grubby 
marks around edges) - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

750. Dinky 30f Daimler "Ambulance" - Military issue for the South African Defense Force - finished in green including ridged 
hubs - outstanding Near Mint condition (although red and white crosses have had small labels attached) - still a superb example 
of a rare and hard to find issue. 

 £400 - £500 

751. Dinky 22c Motor Truck - green, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good. 

 £30 - £40 

752. Dinky 418 Leyland Comet with Hinged Tailboard - two-tone blue, cream Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres - Fair 
still a bright example of a harder issue to find. 

 £50 - £60 

753. Dinky 513 Guy Flat Truck with Tailboard - grey cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs, silver trim - Good (does 
have splits to all tyres) - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

754. French Dinky 38a Skip Truck - two-tone grey including Skip, yellow including concave and convex hubs - Good still a 
bright unboxed example. 

 £30 - £40 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.
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